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U.S. House hopefuls differ on budget
By Rod Stone
Start Writer
Callir:g President Reagan's
budget· 'one of the st;angest
political events" he's ever seen,
State Sen. Ken Buzbee. DMakanda, said Mon~av that
large federal budget deficits
are leading the country to
economic disaster
Former U ,S, Rep. Kenny
Gi'ay said the nation "can have
bulter and ~un,;; if it's sensible"
and called tor reducing deficits
by cutting ... asteful federal
Drograms, such as the B-1
bomber and the MX missile,
and creating federal economic
development programs to
crea:.e jobs.
Randy Patchett, Williamson
County state's attorney, said he
supports President Reagan's
E'Conomic policies and that thP
deficit problem could be solved
by the passage of a con·
stitutional
amendment
requiring a balanced budget.
Buzbee, Gray and Patchett,
candidates for the 22nd
Congressional District seat to
be vacated by Rep. Paul Simon,
were three of 10 candidates .... ho
spoke at the Student Center
Monday to kick off a campus
voter registration drive.
Buzbee, running against Gray

for thp Dpmocratic ... omination.
said he would cut federal
deficits by reducing the growtb
iJ'l the defense budget which he
said IS four times laqer than it
was four years ago.
"I believe in an adequate
defense and in increasing
Ctefease," Buzbee said, "bIJt a
gradual increase."
He said President Reagan's
proposed 18 percent increase in
the defense budget to $313
billion is too much and should
be redut:ed to a "steady, small
percentage growth."
Gray saiu that in addition to
cutting the B-1 bomber and tl:e
MX missile, he would also cut
tile Rt::-lgan administration's
PClyment-ln-Kind program which he said pays farmers not
to grow crops - because PIK is
wasteful and most of the monev
goes to corporation farms, not
small farms.
He said that balancing the
budget is a ' rna Iter of
priorities," and if money were
taken irom wasteful federal
programs and put into
necessary federal programs th€
budget could be balanced within
two or three years.
To reduce unemployment in
Southern Illinois, Gray said
federal programs, much like
the Economic Development

Kenny Gray
Administration, would be
implemented to create jobs.
Patchett, the Republican
candidate, said President
Reagan's economic poliCies
have taken "a great deal of the
burden off of the working
people."
He said th;t under the
Reagan admin;stration, federal
income tax rates have bfen
reduced by 25 percent, inflation
has dropped from 17 percent to
about 3 percent and interest
rates have fallen 7 percent to
about 11 percent. He said that
while unemployment increa~
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Ralliers echo same message: vote
By John Stewart
Staff W.i!er
About 250 students gathered
at a voter registration rally
Monday in the Student Center to
hear 10 politicians speak on the
importance of the student vote.
In the main solicitation area
outside the Roman Room,
where the rally took place.
more than 3!>O st:Jdents
registered to vote in. the Mar.ch
20 primary, accordIng to Jim
Romanoski, rally coordinator.
The rally was funded by the
Graduate and Professional
Student Council and the Undergraduate Student
Organization.
"Students should take part in
the governmental proces~,"
said keynote speaker Jim
Edgar, Illinois secretary of
state, Edgar said America
offers a strong two-party
sys~em which gives voters a
chOice.

"It's not like some countries
in eastern Europe, where
citizens vote but have only one
slate oi candidates," he said,
Edgar said that 18- to 21-yearold students could use their
votes to swing elections,
"Since World War II, the U.S.
Congress and state legislatures
have made it easier to vote, but
fewer and fewer people are
ta':ing part in the process,"
EG~ar said, He said 1984 is the
year to turn around young
people's low voting turnout.
State Senate President Philip
Rock said that o'liy 23 percent
of the eligIble \'oting poPw<ltion
elected President Reagan. He
said that, through the !.Iallot
box, students have the power to
express their tiispleasure with
higher education funding
cutbacks. It was graduate
students, he said, who aif<!Cted
civil rights and Vietnam war
policies oy regll>t~ring and
voting before l~year-(.'Id<; could

vote.
Rock said that the Illinois
Senate has passed legislation,

~~~cr~~~rd inal\~~ H~~~:~
registration through the mail.
He said the use of deputy
registrars has been expanded in
recent years also, in an attempt
to make registering to votE
:nore convenient and ac
cesslble,
Ca:ldidates Kenny Gray and
Ken Buzbee, vying for the 22nd
Congressional District seat,
echoed Rock's theme for
students to get registered and
v6te. Gra} said the "sc,:'Jeaky
wheel gets the grease," and if
students register and vot~
th~'lI have more say about
higher education funding.
Students have to tell their
representatives what they want
with their votes, Gray said, and
if they "ring the bell"
legislators will respond.

Moslem.s seize west Beirut
BEIRUT (AP) Antigovernment
Moslem
militiamen ';elzed most of west
Beirtlt in furious street bal !es
with the Lebanese army
Monday and demanded the
resignation
of
Christian
President Amin Gemayel.
Lf>banese Christian radio said
the U.S. battleship New Jersey
shelled
anti-goverllmtont.
positions in nearby hills in
retaliation for a rocket attack
on the U.S. Marine base at
Beirut airport. The report could
not be immediately confirmed.
One Marine and eight Italian
soldiers
in
the
Beirut
multinational peacekeepmg
force were reported wounded in
the fighting, which exploded
across the city and plunged the

AmeriraI1-backed Gemayel
administr<"tion into its worst
crisis sincI! it took office 16
months ago.

w:r~I~~I::~ndt ~:s~:n~eli~
~~~:~r':ongt~ti~~~8~~~'e~~
since the latest round of
Lebanon's intermittent civil
war broke out last Thursday.
Hooded
Shiite
Moslem
irregulars and their Druse
allies drove Lebanese army
units from most of their checkpoints on Moslem west Beirut's
main commercial thoroughfares and residential neighborhoods.
The fierceness of the fighting
was reminiscent of the 1975-76
civil war.

For the first time Shiite
Moslem leader Nabih Berri
calied on Gemayel, a Maronite
'~nrislian, to resign,
Gemayel's Sunni Moslem
prime minister, Shafik Wazzan,
had resigned with his eight
Cabinet n.embers Sunday to
clear the way for a national
coalition Cabinet to try to end
the conflict, which pits the
army and the Christian right·
winll Phalangist militia on one
side against Syrian-supported
Druse and Shiite fighters on the
other
In the United States,
President Reagan issued a
statement MOl"day deploring
"the actions of those who would
See BEIRUT, Page 2

Randy Patchett
under
the
Reagan
administration, it is on its way
back down.
Patchelt said he supports
increased defense spending.
although he would trim
Presidt!nt Reagan's proposed
incredse in the fiscal year 1985
defellse budget.
Patchett said that waste
could be cut from defense
contracts if the government
would indict and convict contractors who defraud the
Department of Defense by
charging artificially high prices
for materials.

Ken Buzbee
"Send a few of them to prison
anti they'll stoP." po> ~id.
See BUDGET, Page 2
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Gus says Kenny Gray must not
remember what bappened to
the politician of his own 19605
era who said we can ha\'e guns
and butter.

Rock arranges
acid rain talks
with Canadians
By Phillip Fiorini
Staff Writer

Philip Rock, a Democratic
candidate for the U.S. Senate,
said Monday he will host a
summit meeting between
Midwest
legislators
and
members of the Ontario
Provincial Parliament in
Springfield in May to discuss
measures for controlling acid
rain.
Rock, state Senate president,
of Oak Park, caiied the summit
a "productive step" for ~he
state's coal industry towara a
better understandip.g of the
concerns of acid rain. He made
the announcement in the SIU-C
Student Center after meeting
with errpluyees of the Consolidaiion Coal Co. Burning Star
No. :; mine in DeSoto.
The US Information Agency
d""id~d Friday to award th~
Fulbright-Hayes Grant te fund
the bilateral exchange after
Rock asked the National
Conference of State Legislators
~~ ~fir~~i!~r the grant on behalf
Representatives from several
other Midwestern states, incIt:ding Mk'Ugan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Wisconsin and Ohio
also have agreed to take part in
the talks, Rock said.
Although federal and state
regulations require utility
companies to use the best
technology available to reduce
emissions, Rock said "the worst
environmental offenders in
Canada may just shut down for
a day to comply with weak and
poorly enforced governmental
controls,"
Rock said the state's industrial faciltities' increased
use of scrubbers, to reduce the
amount of sulfur emissions,
s~~'" :-egulatory controls and a
commitment by the legislative
and executive branches have
estaolisl-ed a "responsible
course of actioo "

Philip Rock
He
said
government·
controlled utilities in Canada
have been b\U'ning ore and highsulfur coal without pollutioncontrol devic'es since the late
1880s.

Before any blame for acid
rain is placed by either the
Canadian or U.S government,
he said, there needs to be a
better understanding of what
step~ to control the problem
have already been taken by
both state and national
governments.
Rock said the federal
government should realize acid
rain is a natiollal problem and
"not the faults of Midwestern
coal miners."
"While the issue of acid rain
has become entangled in
partisan politics at the federal
level, the bipartisan initiative of
Illinois
and
Midwestern
legislative leaders should serve
as a model to Congr<!ss, the
president and federal agencies," he said,
He said that in an election
year, "everybody seems to
have a solution to acid rain, but
See ROCK, Page 2

ROCK from Page 1
one that will hurt I.he state o~
illinois ... The state has forged a
"mQre reasoned" approach to
this problem, he said.
Rock said he would favor
tapping the federal EPA's
Superfund (or clean-u~ and
control costs involved In the
acid rain problem. He added the
solution should be a "shared
responsibility" between the
'federal and state governments.
- Before the summit, Rock will
meet with reoreser.tatives of
the United MIne \Vorkers of
America and conduct a tour,
\\-;th Canadian official'!, of eva!
m!llP.S and facilities which use
pollution control devices.

U.S. 'created"' rightist leader

The May summit will be the
third in a series ot talks with the
Ontario government dating
back to December 19dtl, when
Rock said he first contacted
Ontario leaders with his concern about the "wail of

~~~o~~c~' anJeth:rf~~~al !~~
state governments on the acid
rain issue.
Rock also said Illinois has not
received a iair outlay of federal
money, which he claimed
"speaks to a lack of effectiveness on the part of U.S.
Sen. Charles Percy."
Rock is opposed for the
Democratic :lomination by U.S.

in EI Salvador. ex-official says

Rep. Paul Simon of Makanda,
slate Comptroller Roland
Burris and Hinsdale attorney
Alex Seith.
In another issue, Rock said he
doesn't believe the projected
$180 billion federal deficit for
fiscal year 1984 is "irreversible."
"What we've seen is a
massive federal government
which borrows half of the
available capital in the country," he said.
Rock, who c1aimf'd the deficit
could be cut in ;Ialf in one year,
said he would trim the MX
missile system, the B-1 bomber
and other "exotic hardware."

8y Robert Parry
Of the Associat~d Press

W,,"SHINGTON (AP) - An
ex,U.S, am:'assador to El
Salvador charged Monday that
the Reagan administration had
"created" rightist Salvadoran
leader Rohert .. D'Aubuisson as
a serious presidential candidate
by con<:ealing evidence tying
him to "death squads."

v~;~o~ ~~~arf~:~r~~\i~~r~~

denied them?" asked former
Ambassador Robert E. White
about El Salvador's March 25
elections in whicl' D'Aubuisson
is a leading contender.
In sworn testimony before the
House Foreign Affairs subcommittee on Latin America,
""'hite also disclosed the names
of six Miami-based Salvadoran
exiles who he alleged have
financed and directed rightist
death ~uads in EI Salvador.
White s allegations came
under sharp attack from
committee Republicans.
Rep. Gerald Solomon, RN.Y., asked the former ambassador if he might not be "the
victim of misinformation" lind
whether the United Statto!! has
the right to pick a nation's
le&der just because it ob~...::ts to
his morals.

BUDGET from Page 1
He said that although the
economic recovery in Southern
Illinois has been slower to
arrive than elsewhere, it is on
its way.
Buzbee, however, said he saw
no evidence of an improved
economy in S:n:thern TIlinois
and the 'lituatil'n could get
worse next year when the
r~covery falt.?rs. He said the
recovery is misleading because
it is driven t>!' .::onsumer
demand.
BII~!.Jee blamed high interest
..:tIeS caused by large federal
deficits for preventing business
and industry from investing in
capital improvements, which
he said would trig~er a
sustained recovery. The federal
government must give the
business communi ty a sigm!
that it is willing to make a
serious effort to reduce the
deficits, he said.
To accomplish this, Buzbee
said that besides redUCing
growth in defense, the Federal
Reserve Bank's monetary
policY should be loosened to

allow reductions in interest
rates.
Als..l, he said, tax loopholes
shoul<i be closed and a standby
surtax created to be imposed at
a later date only if certain
economic circumstances exist
at that time. Buzbee said he
could not be specific abou: the
size of the tax or the economic
conditions required for ;t to be
imposed.
He said that it won't be

possible to eliminate deficits
Immediately, but it should be
set in a duwnward :;wing so that
busin~ "ill Invest in capital
expenditures .
Buzbee said that a coalition of
labor, small business, industry
and education could be formed
to
deal
with
economic
problems. He said the impetus
for economic recovery must
come from the private sector.

BEIRUT from Page 1
destroy the legitimate govel::
ment of Lebanon," and blaming
the Syrian government for the
attacks.
White House spokesman
Larry Speakes said the Reagan
administration hoped Gemayel
"will quickly be able to form a
responSible,
broadly
representati ve government. "
Special Middle East envoy
Donald Rumsfeld and other
U.S. officials held urgent talks
witt>
Gemayel
at
the

,.

Oats

I

But Walid Jumblatt, leader of
the Druse Prog:-essive Socialist
Party. said in a statement
issued Monday in Damascus,
Syria, that any political settlement
with
Gemayel's
government was "impossible"
and the president's resignation
was necessary to solve the
country's crisis.

t
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"ThE' Reagan White House
took on a great re.;;ponsibility
when it chose to conceal the
identity 'Jf the Archbishop
Romero's murderer and not to
use the evidenct ... to wri te
'fimsh' to the pr.litical fortunes
of ... Roberto D' Aubuisson,"
White reiterated Monday.

presidential pa~ cice in suburban
Baabda, Lebanese state radio
said.

Hours:
Mon-Thur.: lOam-8pm
Fri.: lOam-7pm
Sat.: 12noon-7pm
Quaker

"Should we ask I Soviet
Premier yuri) Andropov to
resign because he was head of
the KGB?" remarked Solomon.
"Our dollars don't go to
support Andropov." answered
White, referring to V.S.
military aid to El Salvador'S
rightist government in its war
with leftist guerrillas.
Last week, White, now a
professor at Simmons College
in Boston, accused the ad·
ministration of concealing
evidE'nce that D'Aubuisson
arranged a lottery to pick the
military officer who would have
the "honor" of assassinating EI
Salvador's Roman Cat00lic
Archbishop Oscar Arnulfo
Romero, who was gunned down
March 24, 1980, while saying
Mass.

•
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Senate hopefuls see education suffering
By Phillip Fiorini
Staff Writer

Hopeful that Southern Illinois
will see better times through

change. three Democrats and a
lone Republican seeking the
50th District state senate seat
agreed
Monday
higher
education may surfer because
of Gov. Thompson's decision
not to extend the one-year state
income tax Increase.
State Rep. Ralph Dunn. RDuQuoin, said the state "may
have made a mistake" by not
making permanent the 20
percent tax increase. due to
expire on June 30.
Democrat P.L. Parr. a Union
County farmer of rural Lick
Creek, said the state cannot
operate without thp. tax increase.
Murphysboro Mayor Sydney
Appleton. a Democrat. said he
supports extending the tax
increase at least another year.
Randolph County Coroner
Gary McClure. a Democrat,
said the tax increase should
remain in pla·::e.
All the candidates for Ken
Buzbee·~· senate seat. except
Democrat Bill Wheetley of
Makanda, spoke with six other
candJdates at a student voter
registratiol' rally in the Student
Center.
Saying he can bring a "better
way of life" to Southern Illinois,
Appleton said "we must revert
10 the basics of education."
Although he supports the
"number onp industry" in the

P.L. Parr

Sydney Appleton

area. SIU-C, he said the
University
has
"many
problems."
Appleton has expressed
concerns that the UnIversity
might lack strong leadersli').
"1 intend to help find the
answers," he said. ''The) are
not simple answers, but with
the resolve I have, we will find
solutions."
McClure said he doesn't
agree with the governor about
the state's needs for economic
recovery,
especially
in
Southern Illinois.
Without the extel.sion, the
state will "come down hard" on
SIU-C and other state universities, appropriating less money

p .. rticularly

for the 58th
Dist.rict. according to McClure.
The district could lose the $3 it
now receives for every $1 it
pays in taxes, he said_
Dunn. who supported the
income tax increase last year,
because '" knew we needed it,"
said he believes the governor's
budget in March ,.. ,' lIot be
"phony."
"Only time will tell now."
said Dunn, adding he believes
the tax extension would not
have been approved.
More emphatiC in his
disagreement with Thompson's
decisioll Parr said the federal
governillent "has backed off"
in its funding for education.

,..

Ralph Dunn

Gary McOure

relying more on local taxes and
tuition increases.
''I'm interested in seeing
Southern Illinois grow." he
said. "The education of our
youth is our future." Parr said
Southern Illinois hasn't seen the
improvement Thompson said
makes the tax extension unnecessary.
Appleton said the state must
maintain quality and accessibility in higher education
with increased support for
faculty, staff and civil service
employees.
"We must increase our
commitmen~
to
high
technology, science!> and
business at our pllbJic

university while maintainiilg
interest in education and
humanities," he said.
Appleton said SIU-C's coal
center is particularly important
"because our University can be
the forefront of research in this
area, and our district stands to
be a dir~t beneficiary of this
research.
Dunn, chainnan of the House
Energy Resources Commission, has said he would try
to continue his legislative work
on coal issues within the senate.
McClure said the greatest
need in Illinois is jobs, which he
claimed can be stimulated by
implementing a state compensation program_
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-CEditorial--Small redevelopment
better than none at all
YOU HAVE TO feel sorry for James Cleland. Cleland, owner of
the Southern Dlinois Gem Co. at 207 S. Walnut bas his tail caught in
a crack that opened up when the city's plans for a downtown conference center feU through.
His shop is one of the properties the city took options on,
pr~ising to buy it if the conference center Came through. Cleland,
seemg that properties around his were being put out of business
from the center project, gambled fr.at the city would eventuaUy also
purcbase his. Not wanting to do business among abandoned shops,
he purchased the old Das Fass establisbment on South Dlinois
Avenue. The center didn't go through and now Cleland owns two
properties - one which he says he can't seD because of the city's
continued interest in downtown redevelopment.
Tough luck, perhaps. But it's tougb luck that the city is largely
responsible for creating. City officials are quick to point out,
however, that the city is not legally 'lound to purchase Cleland's old
property. They also say that helping Cleland out of the mess they
made for him would set a bad precedent. Other business people who
had options purchased by the city may line up and demand that
their properly be bought also.
While the city's concern is understandable, Cleland's situation is
not the same as other owners in the area. Cleland is planning to
undertalte a little redevelopment plan of his own at Das Fass.

~ffe5-------------
Name training room for Spackman ...

mE DAS F ASS building has been empty for several years. It is
SIU-C has lost a dedicated
an .eyesore which has been ::. big headache for the City CouncD, and loyal employee. Having
which has been reluctant to allow .. nother bar on the Strip. Cleland worked as a student trainer and
plans to fix up the property and open a group of craft shops in the graduate assistant under Bob
building - the type of DOn-alcohol-related redevelopment the city Spackman at SIU for five and a
has been looking for.
half years, I feel a need to
The city, which has made futile attempts at downtown express my feelings about his
redevelopment itself for at least 10 years, should belp Cleland tenure at the University. Doc
enhance downtown by purchasing his old property at the original was like a father away from
option price. The city will also get the land it eventually hopes to home to all of us who were
develop.
associated with athletics.
Buying one property wouldn't mean that the city would have to
purchase the others And if landowners propose to undertake
He earned the respect of all
downtown redevolpment projects such as Clela."d's, the city may who knew him as someone who
want to makt' other deals.
really cared about people.
The precedent of bending over backwards to accommod!lte Through his guidance I was
developers in Carbondale is an old one that started wit.'J the original able to secure positions in
conference center and Stan Hoye. The only difference now is one 01 professional .J8seball with the
size.
New York Mets and St. Louis
Cardinals as well as the posi tion
j currently hold. Very few
trl!I~ners have placed as many
people in sportsmedicine and its

Hogan editorial biased
Last
week's
editorial
':riticizing Chief Hogan's
.::omments about charges
brought by the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People
seemed to me grossly biased. In
light of the charges finally
made - after six months of
public hype by the "accusers"
before any response was

~:~~~~: ;ow~ie~e:a°rt~b;:

restraint. The entire com·
munity should join Hogan and
his oUlcers in being offended by
such complaints and by the
grandstand tactics surrounding
them, and bi refusal of the
media to even question what

has been charged ana by whom.
While there are undoubtedly
problems in communication
between the black community
of Carbondale and the police, as
weD as other agencies, the fault
cannot be laid soley at the feet
of public officials. When l'lCal
leadership of a ~ 'Jtherwise
responsible organ;~ tion like
the NAACP can waste the
energies and resources of this
community fer months over
what a~pear to be disgruntled
complamts from a few habitual
offenders of the law, how Ceon
communication about real
problems be expected to occur?
- Conaye Barrow, Graduate
Student. Education

dt~~ted fields as Doc Spackman

I strongly urge the athletics
department and administration
at SIli-C to do something that
will allow all of us who loved
this man to remember him. One
possible suggestion would be to

name the Ar~na Training Room
after him.
Although Doc Spackman is no
longer with us, his spirit will
live forever in my heart. - Bob
!oolegworth, Athletic Trainer,
Rarrington High Schoul

... or perhaps, the Rec Center
I wanted to write a letter to
say how saddened I was to learn
of the recent death of Robert
. 'Doc " Spackman. Doc was or,e
of those individuals who will
always be warmly remem·
bered, one of those people you
truly cannot say enough about.
Without saying more. I would
like to propose to the powers
that be, that the Recreation
Center be renamed in honor and

VI RGI L

remembrance
of
Doc's
monument.al contributions to
our university. I cannot think of
anyone who would be more
deserving of what would be a
great honor. The gesture will
pale in comparison to the years
of service Doc gave to the
University, but I think it is the
least w;! could do. - BiU Moran,
Second Year Law

By Brad Lancaster
LOO/<.. jOA.!I, r'vE f'£fAJ
TESTED II'l (()ffJJLHELY
STERILE, -mERE:' NO
WAY.

\

KIRK Cl'JERoi!
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Worldwide economic cooperation needed
TODA Y . THE countries of the
South are in the grip of negative
per capita growth and a short·
faU in export earnings due to the
recession in the North and the
sharp decline in commodity
prices over the past three years.
In the ii~j,L of such difficult
circumstances, discussions
between the North and South
have met with little result.
H09'ever, in recent meetingsl
both Western and Third Worla
delegates did agree on the
va.'Jtness of the issue and the
need to achieve consensus
through new nonconfn-otational
policy formulations.
The sixt.... United Nations
Conference on Trade and
Development
<UNCTAD-VI>
concluded
its
four-week
marathon session in Belgrade
in July 1983 with a back-up
session held in Bangkok,
Thailand in December. These
two sessions were beld apinst
the backdrop of .... bat is CODsidered an extraordinarily
Page 4. Daily Egyptian, February 7,

World debt - as well as
aSl;istance to the world's 36
least developed countries
(LOC's) which account for 12
percent of the population of the
Third World.
UNCTAD Secretary General
Yamani Corea argued jutt the

In,,.L

p_n"a:
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Staff Writer

difficult situation facing we
world economy.
THE BANGKOK conferen-ce's
goal was to seek ways to pufl the
world economy out 01 deep
recession, thereby revivin~ the
Ded procirde5S
sm'tathe
Woof
rldd. eeovenfloperemncenet
Third
participants
promoted
negotiations in the fields of
commodities, trade, money and
finance - including Third
1981

THE PROPOSALS endorsed
in the Bangkok summit were
similar to those aired by the
Group of 77 in the 1981 Buenos
Aires session. The proposals
essentially spell out an immediate increase in the purchasin~ power of the developing
Juntrles as a means not onlY to
~i=is~~ng.,~~:::op~~~ (prevent
a "further contraction
abort" the budding recovery in of Imports" but also to incre~se
the West. Similar views were, th .. ;r exports to. the rIch
expressed
in
the
1983 countries. This would lead to
ministerial summit of the 24- economic recovery in OECD
nation
Organization
for countries and promote growth
Economic Cooperation and without inflation in the Third
Development (OECD; meeting World.
ht>ld in Paris.
Corea said UNCTAD VI ofIf this hypothesis is accepted
fered a "unique o!lportunit~". to by the seven-nation industrial
re~rh a conse,sus on the ]omt
summit to he held this year,
response
it.
worldwide UNCTAD-VI wiD prove to be a
economic crises. Furthermore, fruitful exercise m global unbe said that the mutual interest derstanding.
of aD countrie'. in overcoming
However. efforts to work with
the recession and turning to a
worldwide path of growth had a share,d international per·
liecome mono ~vident than fiver ception .bave been temporarily
impeded by the recent U.S.
Ix:fore.

economic recovef¥. which has
provided it WIth enough
Justifications to turn deaf to
UNCTAD's preachings in global
interdependence.
IN RECENT weeks a few
more setbacks have been
recorded. Far from entering
into meaningful talks, the in·
dustrialized have submitted
counterproposals rejecting
outright the Group of 77's
proposal to increase liquidity to
sustain international trade, and
they have stonewalled almost
every proposal caning for a
reform in the international
trade and monetary system.
Since the inception of UNC·
TAD. the United States has not
given mu.:h importance to it.
viewing it as a Third World
platform for ultrareformative
activities. But Western Europe
is appreh*.:nsive that UNCTAD's
failure may ultimately belittle
the existence of the United
Nations itseU.

----~wpomt-------

Hazing story unfair ...
I feel your Feb. 1 article on
"hazing" provides a real
misconceptIOn of both the
Greek system and the word
hazing. Hazing is defined as
"physical or mental abuse
against one's own will, or to
playa trick on." This 'term
could be applied to several
facets of college life.
Would you consider the
practices of marching and
calisthenics done by the ROTC
groups hazing?
I would be interested in
knowing who supplied your
newspaper with the mformation
printed. Obviously your informant was not a productive
member
of
the
Greek
organization. It sounds more to
me like a person wh;:; ,,"OI1ld not
make it in the sflCialphilanthropic style of Greek life
and therefore holds a personal
vendetta.
I ha~'e been invl)lved with the
Greek system h",re for three
years and personally cannot see
a problem with hazing or abuse
of associate members. J'~11 sure
at one time hazing was a
frequent practice of frall'rnities

and sororities at SlU-C.
However, this was the case at
all colleges. The fact that the
Inter Greek Council passed a
strict no hazing resolution in
September proves the IGC
members are intelligent enough
to respect the pride and integrity of other human beings.
It seems to me that the Daily
~tian thrives on negative
publIcity involving Greeks. Our
positive endeavors constantly
go unnoticed. These would
include: MDA Danceathon,
spearheading the Harold McFarlin fund, supplying Jackson
County with infant car seats,
Carbondale Cleanup and
numerous
philanthropic
projects for St. .Iude's, Special

~rni~~::b f'! DiDrr~

The fact that the reputation of
the Greek system lias been
blemished cannot be justifiep.
But
consideration
and
awareness of our continuing
success in the future would be
appreciated.-Mark
S.
S~yninger,

President, Tau
Kappr EpsUon Fraternity

.. .and bad journalism...
Your story about bazing
continuing at SIU-C appalls me
greatly. The story disturbs me
because of the fact that the
reporter, Sheila Rogers, wrote
thl' most irrPsponsible piece of
journalism that I have seen
printed in the Daily Egyptian. I,
being a journalism student, am
distresssed to know that Miss
Rogers was allowed to print a
story with no documented facts.
Miss Rogers fails to show any
positive aspects of bow the
Greek system has corrected the
hazing problem of the past.
Miss Rogers calloot even supply
the name of her sources (that
shows
fine
reporting
techniO'oJeS) .

I Pf!rSonally went through an
associate member program last
l1emester. Not once did I ever
lk'Comf' the victim of h2 ..iog. I
like the tad that Miss Rogers

had to go back three years to
find information for reports of
hazing. Tt-.. ee years ago was a
different time that contained
different pledge programs.
Things change considerably in
three years. I know you are
probably thinking that I am just
saying all this because I am a
Greek. I'n:. not. I would never
let myself be subjected to the
tortures that Miss Rogers lists
because, as the saying goes,
"My momma didn't raise no
fool!"
So, I conclude with this
question: Do you feel good
about printing irresponsible
journalism which contains no
documented facts and allows
biased opinions to be printed on
the news page rather than on
the editorial page?-Daaiel 'C_
. t:bmeier. Tau Kappa Epsilon
." ra&ernity

... but some Greeks claim
it was accurate reporting
Hazing has plagued fraternities since their beginnings, so
to the charge of hazing we must
plead a historical "guilty." Y~t,
with the advent of state laws m
recent years making hazing a
felony, Greeks have found it
necessary to be more crafty.
The majority of bazing done
now is mental. It shows no
evident bruises, and from the
(Voup dynamiCS point of view it
is just as effective. Pledges are
made to feel humiliated,
resulting in greater loyalty and
cohesion to the group. liard to
believe, but it's true.
HazinlZ is often done in the
context of a "hell week," where
~edges must face intense and
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demanding hurdles before
gainin~ admission to the group.
The harder it is for a member to
get in, the more he values his
membership.
Those hurdles and demands
can be intellectual and creative,
though. Keeping with the ideals
of Greek life, fraternities are
starting to demand character
improvement in pledges before
they become full members.
Creative fraternities demand a
pledge perform service to the
community, display leadership
skills and make a certain grade
point average.
The easy way out is to haze
pledges. Lazy fraterinties, not
willing to devote the time
necessary to nurture their
neophytes into better people,
and thus better members. opt to
haze.
We praise Ms. Rogers' article
and hope it sp..rs some serious
discussion withir. SIU-C's Greek
chapters on the purposes of
pl"rpetuating archaic mental
and physical practices. How is
pouring ice-water on pledges,
forcing them to carry paddles to
class or humiliating them in
keeping with the principles. of
Greek Jife?-Jay Johnson,
Public Relations Committee,
Del&a
Cbi
Fraternity

Salukis in space may get
much-deserved attention
SOMETIMES, IT just isD't
worth it to spout off when you
have an idea. For almost a
year now, I've been trying to
get the Anthony Hall gang
together with the folks at
Cape Canaveral to solve the
growing problems of both this
University and the nation's
space program.
DO t~y listen? No.
La!'t spring, I had SIU-C's
library storage problem
solved and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's shuttle flights
booked for years when I
suggested putting library
materials in vacuum bottles
orbiting 140 miles above the
globe. That's less than 10
times farther away from
Carbondale than dle Bracy
Building in Marion.
But the wbole plan apparently feU on deaf ears.
The jacket-and-tie crowd at
Anthony has apparently
decided to stick to conventional
University
operating procedures: Want
to store books? Put 'em 15
miles away. Want to play
football? Boost the athletics
fee.
Ah, ha! Space shuttle
technology comes to the
rescue again.
THE BOARD of trustees on
Thursday will consider for
the first time an $8 boost in
the athletics fee. This increase,
according
to
University calculations, will
keep our athletics programs
almost exactly where they
are: submerged in obscurity.
The programs are good.
SIU-C is beginning to develop
a reputation as a winner in
sports, and I can't argue with
the positive aspects to the
University of being a winner.
Except for you and me,
though who knows about it?
Take look at the Chicago
newspapers (the plural is
only for emphasis - at this
point, there's only one worth
noting). They'll fill the page
when the snow-shoveling
team from the U. of 1. or
Northwestern or De Paul
coHapses in unison fr.om
frostbite, but we bave to WID a
national championship before
we gel our name in the box
scores.

a

Rather than build a permanent, constantly occupied
tin can in the cosmos, though,
it would be far more
beneficial to build the wlJrld's
first
orbiting
footbaH
stadium.
"Right, Small," you say. "I
suppose they'll build it right

next to the world's first orbiting domed airport."

Jay Small
Staff Writer
We as students should not
pay more for this bleak status
quo when there's an alternative - one so simple that I
should've thought of it when I
touched on the subject before.
HERE YOU have a space
shuttle Which, it is hoped, will
eventually serve as j cargo
transport for dozens of
satellites serving Wall Street,
U.S.A. But NASA, a la
Federal Express, has to build
a reputation for consistent
delivery. The failure last
week of a Western Union
satellite - mough probably
not the fault of the space
agency - still won't do the
shuttle's reputation any good
in corporatp America.
But I still believe in Space:
The Final Frontier. And I
believe the University could
take a giant step to enhance
athletics" image as it
enhances NASA's.
Last summer, I suggested
that the mile .. tone-hungry
I':pace o.gency open the cargobay doors of a shuttle and
stage the first we;ghtless
Super Bowl on the deck. The
publicity would be enormous,
but now I realize that the
logistics involved in seating
70,000 to 90,000 fans would be
beyond even the wizards at
NASA.
BUT TOP attendance a~ :l
University football game is
17,000. While that still may be
too many people to catapult
into space in one shooting, thf.
oh-so-simple answer wa~:
provided by Presidel1t
Reagan in his State of the
Union address: a &pace
station.

OK, it's far-fetched. Or LII
it?
Saluki
football
fans
naturally would be excited at
the possibility of being the
first to witness a home game
over Moscow, Katmandu and
Honolulu all in one sitting.
They'd show up at the Cape
Canaveral ticket booth (or
the Student Center ticket
office, whichever's more
convenient) in throngs to get
the best seats. Shuttle 'em lip,
let 'em watch the game and
shutth 'em back _. no
parking problems whatsoever. Think of the extra
revenue .
AND

ADMINISTRATORS

could quit losing sleep over
stadium structural safel-j.
I've never seen a bleacher
fall dow'l in zero gravity.
The Vniversity's tailgate
party oroblems would be
over.
I know I wouldn't
like to have to tIoat with
tethers back and forth to the
Challenger for a bPer.

too.

Naturally, SIU-C home
games in orbit would draw
some attention. The TV

~~':;~~~ ~~1:!~~~'=

they could forget "via
satellite" telecasts in favor of
the more attractive "from
satellite"' format.
But I sup! ose Anthony Hall
would still ueed an athletics
fee boost to keep athletics
facilities in good shape. and
part of that will probably go
toward a new surface a
McAndrew
Stadium
someday.
It might as well go toward a
new surface in outer space.
After all, why do you think
tbey call it Astroturf?
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Irvin says Glenn visit
will help ailitlg campaign
N~ Phillip FloriDi
~.ff Writer

Rt>Cent national polls show
that John Glenn's campaign is
faltering, but the coordinator of
his Soothern lIIiooi3 campaign
h. confident a visit to the regior.
will boost the Ohio senator's
,Hock in time for the state
primary in March
Stan Irvin. assistant Jackson
County state's attorney who i!
ht.>:.ding the Glenn campaign
here, said Glenn's soft-spoken
and quiet manner will appeal to
the "average person," and to
Southern Illinoisans, For that
reason, Irvin said he feels it's
Important for Glenn to visit the
area before the March 2l
primar\',
"Til(' often candidates spend
time )-.opping from one metro to
ano'.ner,'· said Irvin, former
SIt -C student tnJ3tee.
V/hen It presitiential candidate visits people in small
towns, "it's a big thing," he
said.
"People remember visits,"
said Irvin, 'And they aren't
asking that much from
politicians - just that they
remember that the people are
out there,"
Irvin said Glenn's "more
moderate" platl"I'm should
ba\"e more appeal to Southern
Dlinoisans than that of former
Vice President Walter Mondale,
the frontrunner so far for the
Democratic nomina~ion,
l\Iondale has been running a
.·textbook campaign," relying
on
endorsements
from
o~anizatioos and people with
"'big names," lnin said
However, the voters who are
"more moderate and conservative," as many are in
Southern IllinOis, would feel
akin to Glenn. min said,
He said Glenn, 62, has run a
"realistic" campaign, most
suited for the time when :he
SC!nator entered about a Jear
allO. Monda~" hqS bef>'l running
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his campaign "for about three
years," Irvin said.
A Democrat in office is the
key to giving "equality and
fairness to all pt>Ople, despite
their background," Irvin said,
asserting that Glenn stands a
better chance than Mondale to
unseat President Rea::.. n.
He said the country is facing a
"pivotal point in the political
l~ could
be similar to the 196IE if things
don't change soon,
Southern Illinois is a good
example of this, he said.
"There are no large ghettos,
but we have unemployment at
15 to 20 percent and a lot of
people tTl rural areas are out of
work." he said

arena" in which the

"Until the government
decides to take a more
humanisti(' •ook - which I think
Glenn wil. ao - we're only
encouraging dissatisfaction
among the people."
Irvin said Glenn has appeal
with his emphasis on research
and dp-velopment, education, a
balanced budget and his
"pragmatic approach" to
national defense.
The Scutherro Illinois campaign wiD intt!ll...fy in the next
few weeks with urvassing and
ooOlle calling, Irvin said.
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Eat Your Heart Out
valentine's
day dinner
February 14, 1984 Old Main Room, Studem Center
tickets available in the Central Ticket Office

Treat That Special Person
to a Steak Dinner for only
$6.00 or 2 for $10.00
~
5:30-7:30
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MlI~i( p!O\idnl h~ Ril k anti Tom Naas. Enjoy the sounds of Simun
;tntl {;arhlllkcl, CSN and. Y pillS many more favorites. Don't forgel!
The Daling (;aIlH' in Ballroom D Admission is free (or slue students.

Lore songs contain no substance

Police rrack down
on Route 13 traffic

Me Vie's solo effort syrupy, lacks depth
8)' JIM' Walter
siarr Writer

11 seems that Christine McVie-s latest album is just what
the I<-veslck r.ee<l a dose of just
before Valentine's Day.
Unless anv of them are
diabetic, because McVie's solo
effort, titled "Christine McVie." is lyrical bubble gum and
scarcely any hearty meat and
potatoes. This album il' so
syrupy in spots that it .... ould
gum up most conventional
stereo needles.
album though, "I'm the One,"
written by guitarist Todd Sharp.
It is touching, realistic. Clnd
possibly based on McVie's
experience with divorce. This
song is wh:.t the others are not
- good but nl't excellent. The
others are just pede!'trian.
What are the standards for a
good love song?
. Wf'I1, a good love song is one
that can be identified with. It is
specific when it describes an
experience the songwriter had.
It structures words in such a
way as to pinpoint the emotion
expressed. A good song about
love can be sincere and sentimer.t;;.1
without
being
mawk; .. h. A good love song
shows that the feeling for most
of us rarely goes as smoothly as
we would like or as shallowly as
most top 40 songs woult: na)'e us

th~ most part lacking in McVic's album.

hP""tiflliii,,. as in Neil Young's

"Heart
Goid."
But these identifiable and
bt>lievable experiences are for

Though McVie is a good
\'oc?list, she allj)ears to be a
terrible lyricist. easily overshadowed by her Fleetwood
Mac co-member Stevie Nicks.
This is a pity because McVie
has a beautifully expressive
voice which could communicate

an emotional message well.
In a sense, this album appears to be not only shallow, but
cynical, although the cymcism
seems unintentional. This
album in essence seems to say,
"I can package a series I)f nice
sounding songs, say nothing
new at all and the public will
swallow it."
The album also seems to say
that Christine McVie has iittie
more than a beautiful voice that
can make bland lyrics sound
good until one r10sly examines
what is being said. Then one
feels cheated.

The Illinois State Police on
Monday began a concentrated
law enforcement program
along I1iinois Route 13 during
the morning and evening rush
hours from Carbondale east to
the Williamson-&iline county
line.
According to Lt. John
Richter, operations officer at
th~ District 13 headquarters of
the state police i" Du Quoin,
troopers will concentrate on
moving violations, safety
equipment violations and
violations of the child restraint
law.
Richter said the ~rogram was
prompted by the increasin6
numbf>r of traffic accidents
occurrir.g during the rush hour.:.

believ~.

Good songs about love can
smack of t~.e bitterness one
ieels from rejection. such as
Sting's song for the police,
"Every Brea;h you Take." A
good love song can teU of a
touching moment when a lover
consoles another. as in "I'll Be
Your Mirror," written by Lou
Reed for the Velvet Underground. A strong desire for
love can be communicated
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TICKET SALES AT THE DOOR
$3.50 Children under 10yr.
6.50 Students
7.50 Senior Citizens
8.50 Adults

Serving Time 10:45 0.m_-2:00 p.m.
RENAISSANCE ROOM

Greece
Holland
Russia
Germany
Mexico
Chino

M6dife,~onean Salod
Eorly Dutch Cole Slaw
Covior Moune
Wilted Lettuce with Peas (Houptelsolot mit Erbsen)
Mexican Potato Salad (Ensolada de Papo a 10 Mexicano)
Chinese Vegetable Salad

LS':;
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France
Czechoslovakia
China
Holland

Porisian Lamb Stew with White Beans
Czechoslovak Pepper Steak with Caraway Noodles
Sliced Pork with Vegetables and Rice (Er Dung Ro Pien)
Chicken with Currants and Green Peppercorns
Baked Whole Fish
Platter of Assorted Cold Meat (Turkey. Roost Beef. Ham)

USA

VEGETABLES
Jopan
Switzerland
Poeific Islands
Italy
France

Ragout of Vegetables a L'Orientale
Ticinese Vegetable C055'3role (Smeana)
Green Beans PolyneSian
Italian Baked Asparagus
Creamed Celery Cosserole (Gr~tin Aux Celeri Savoyard)

~
Ireland
England
Yugoslavio
Turkey

Soda Breod
Farmhouse Coburg Bread
Block Bread (Crny Kruh)
Armenian Style Biscuils (Peda, Pideh)

~
Best Chocolate Coke
Spumante Cream (Cremo Alia Spumonte)
Bakewell Ta~t
Sawdust Pie (From Patti's Restaurant, Grand Rivers. KY)
Honey and Chet' !Ie Pie (MelopitM Nissiotiki)

PAUL NEWMAN IN
COOL HAND LUKE
TONIGHT·FRIDA Y
6:45&9Dm
$1.00

Ride the elevator to

the Student Center 4th
floor Video Lounge

Canada
Italy
Englo<'d
USA

Cravee

~"u(h"rll
"I

lilill"'s "I1""'rslt~
(·arb""""I,·
Tickets can be purchosed at the Student Cent..tr Ce"trol Ticket Office
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Breeding rna y build future for horse pro groIn
Ry Sheila Rogers
Starr Wrilt'r

Breeding horses at University
Farms will be the kpv to
building a self-sufficiem horse
program at SIU-C, said Sheryl
King, associate professor in the
Department of Animal Industries.
11Je SIU Horse Center has 13
standardbred, Arabian,
thoroughbred, quarter and
saddlebred horses. King said
that the standardbred or
thoroughhred horses will be
used for breeding. She said she
hopes the horse center's mares
can be bred with high quality
race horse stallions donated by

the lllinois Standardbred
Owners
and
Breeders
Association.
Once the hors('5 have been
bred, the foals ",ill be sold. Ki~g
said that since the horses will bt.'
th.. f~!s of race horses and of
good mothers, she hopes they
will generate interest in buyers
in the Chicago area.
The quarter horses will also
be used for breeding. Th<!
quarter horses are recrea t jon
horses :md King said she hopes
these horses will spark inter..st
in buyers in the Souther.,
IU1nois area.
King said she spoke to the
ISOBA at its annual meeting
and asked for its support wi th

the program. She said that it
has been supportive, and four
horses may be donated to the
program either this week or
next.
The horse centE:r is being
supported by donations and by
the
Animal
Industries
Departmtmt. It costs about S3 to
$5 a day to support the horses
and King said it would take at
least two years for the program
to become self-sufficient.
"You can't expect to make
money right away,' King said.

donated to the program after a
herd was removed from a
Chester farmer's field last
month after the horses were
found to be neglected, will be
used for reproduction research,
King said.
The research will be te> study
the "I?suedo-pregnallcy syndrome' found in horses, King
saie. The j)suedo-pregnancy
syndrome is when horses don't
come back into heat, as if they
were prl'gnant. King figured out

during study for her Ph,D. what
happens when this occ:lrs in
horses, but wants to continue
the resenrch to find out how to
predict when it will occur and
how to prevent it.
King said her goal is to fill thl'
32 horse stalls by the end of the
year, She is seeking donations
of feed, service and money to
defray start-up costs of the new
program and can be reached in
th~ Department d
Animal
Industries.

~~Ij~~da~ ~op~e ~?ttr:al~~~
derstanding and patient."
Other horses, such as the
Arabians, which were recently

Reagan celebrates 73rd birthday
EUREKA (AP) - President
Reagan celebrated his 73rd
birthday with L'lousands in his
hometown Monday, and then
told studt-nts at hi~ alma mater
that America has emerged
from "an era of paralyzing selfdoubt" that enabled some
oatioos to threaten the United
States without fear of consequence.
"We've changed this," the
president declared. "We're
trying to see to it that American
citiv.!DS - and it doesn't matter
wIY~ther they are Navy pilots in
tile Gulf of Sidra or medical
students ill Grenada - can no
longer be attacked or their lives
endangered with impunity."
The president addressed
students at Eureka College
after being feted at a commtmity birthday celebration,
N)mplete with paradl'!, in his
hometown of Dixon, ahout 100
miles from here.
Although Reagan is the oldest

president in history, he appears
fit and in good health.
As he was driven in I " -; new
armored limousine to his fr"mer homestead at 816 S.
Hennipin Ave., Reagan passed
several groups holding signs.
One expressed birthday wishes,
while another said, "Get the
U.S. Out of Central America."
The president and his wife,
Nancy, paused on the porch of
the white frame home and
waved to spectators several
hundred yards away. A few
people broke into a spontaneous
round of "Happy Birthday,"
and Reagan shouted, "Thank
you."
He was given the key to the
house in a gold case. In the
snow-eovered front yard was a
nagpole with an American flag
and a sign that read: "Boyhood
Home of President Ronald
Wilson Reagan - His Formative Years."

Thousands of !"'!Ople, braving
the bitter cold, line.-! !he parade
route. Many carried signs
ranging {rom "Welcome Home
Dutch," "Happy Birthday, Mr.
President" and "Reagan - Old
But Good" to "Reagan Out the
Door in 'M" and "Reaganomics
Stinks - Just Ask the Jobless."
At tire community birthday
celebration, Reagan recalled
Dixon during the Depression.
"What I remember most
clearly is that Dixon held
together," he said. "Our faith
was our strength. Our teachers
pointed to thO! future. People
held on to their hopes and
dreams. Neighbors helped
neighbors. We knew we would
overcome adversity; that after
the storm, the stars would
come."

STC Photographic Service
~

B&W 3 1/2 x 5 Machine Prints
35mm x 20exp - $2.00
35mm x 36exp - $3.50

~

We Process E-6 & C-41 color, and
provide custom Black &White service.
Located accross from the Rec Center
Next to the Blue Barracks

453 . . 2454
A service of STC Photo Production Technology
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l2oz. Coke FREE
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Coke FREE
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Now's the time to thInk about
your college ring Not ,ust any
ring a 14K Gold Colleg ~ RIng
Irom ArtCarved The karat gold
lewelry that's des.gned and hand~
crafted for lasting value
And now an ArtCarved 14K Gold
College R11"g IS more affordable than you
think Choose from an enNe collectIon 01
14K Gold ArtCarved Col'ege Rings and
save $25 ThiS offer IS for a limted tl, ne
only so come In and see all the great
ArtCarved styles WIth the custom opltons
that can let you have the ling of your
chOice, the way you want It
So graduate in style Graduate to gold'

~7'
(f-

Feb. 7-10

lO:()()'4:00pm

160z btls. 85¢
UNNERSfIY
BOOKSTORE

Deros t R€:4lJ!red
"'aSIerCarO 01 V sa AcceoleO

... 1983 ArlCarved Class RIngs In"
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Group therapy offered on divorce, eating
By Elizabeth Shipton
Staff Writer

Eating disorders such as
bulimia
(binge
eating),
creating a new life after a
divorce or developing one's
awareness for an ideal partner
are personal subjects explored
by the Counseling Center and
Women's Services.
Therapy Jp'0ups on these and
other subjects have been
designed this semester tc help
people with their I?roblems
through a group environment
Perfect Partners, a new
group workshop, is designed for
men and women to explore their
ideas of a perfect partner. The
group, under the guidance of
Sally Prane, graduate assistant
in guidence and educational
psychology, will hell? men and
women to communIcate with
each other and with potential
partners.
"Many men need to learn how
to explore their expectations of
women and become aware of
what wor.len's expectatioru: of

men are," Prane said.
Being able to listen to the
expression of feelings of other
men and women and increasing
a person's sensitivity toward a
future partner is a goal of the
workshop.
"It's interesting to see how
cultural conditioning can affect
a person's attitudes on their role
in a relationship," said Prane.
"I look forward to spending
time with a grour of this nature
and think it wil be rewarding
for those who participate."
Divorce can be a crisis in a
person's life, but through the
help of a support group, the
experience can be a positive
new beginning, Prane said.
The support group, "Tum
your divorce into a creative
~xperience," prLvides a supportive
envirc,nment
for
divorced peoplo;! to help solve
Jroblems related to the divorce
and in re-evaluating their own
lives.
Under the guidance of Sallv
Prane and Jerry MOlumby of
the .Jal'kson County' Mental

Health Der-' . ,1 "Ii'. previous
support grouos have become
very caring of one another
because they share something
in common, Prane said.

Cathy Hotelling, counseling
psychologist
and
group
f:>dlitator.
Staying slim and maintaining

find starting a new life as Oi
single very difficult," said
Prane. "Financial problems.
child custody disputes, even
dating again are discussed
between one another durillg tile
group meetings."

pressured into co;.stantly
keeping thin by not eating
properTy. Hotelling said.

bec:~~d su~KP~~:~~;ns h!i~~
n~~:a~e~ :esilie1r°~!:n h:~~ !'ome
women that they feel

Bulimia, an eating disorder
suffered primarily by women in
their teens and 208, can cause
severe physical problems, or
even death, if not treated
correctly. Identifying one's
feelings and problems is the key
to correcting the habit, and that
is the purpose of the group
therapy for women with binge·
eating disorders.
"This type of group therapy
works because it lets these
women know they are not the
ur,ly ones with this eating
disorder and it aUows them to
talk with one another." said

Liberal arts tuition fvaivers available
Applications for tuition
'Yaivers in the College of
Uberal Arts are now available
,n the COLA dean's office,
Faner 2427
Applicants for summer '114.
fall '84 and spring '85 must meet
t~e following requirements: be
ree:iMf'rf'd as a major in a COLA

If interested in attending one
of these groups or the other
group workshops offered, call
the Counseling Center at 453·
365.')

Uplo25% off.
14 Free Rolls
With Player Piano
P',rchase
Thru Feb. 29
We., "ark Plaza
:1.447 W. Main SI.
Carbondale

EXPERT SHOE REPAIR & LEATHER JACKET ALTERATIONS

CARBONDALE SHOE REPAIR
OUR SHOP NOW HAS A NEW MACHINE FOR

DVING SHOES. PURSES 8& JACKETS
You con choose from 64 different colors.

EXPERT LEATHER & SUEDE CLEANING

20 I S. WASHINGTON

457-6410

SPRING BREAK TRIPS 1984

program; have a minimum
GPA of 3.5 for at least 12
semester hours; be a full·time
student for the period of award.

Friday, March 9 .. Sunday, March 18

Registration deadline for
summer '84 is 5 p.m. Friday,
Mar. 30; for fall '84 and spring
'85,5 p.m. Friday, May 4.

Padre Island, Texas

*8
*
*
*

nights at the Whitehalllnn on
the beach
!:~~~~i~s::r room, all rooms with
Round trip motor coach transportation
SIU Bash and savings book

*8

daysJ7 nights at the South
Marina deluxe condos

•

~~ ~~::a~t::r~~lrr~:~t~t!:~~hen8 and

* Round trip motorcoach transpor. tion

* SIU Party w/n..usic and free refruhmems

$209 per person

$229 per person

plus $20 damage deposit
$50 holds your spot

plus $20 damage deposit
$50 holds your spot

:IPC

Sig,l Up in the SPC Office, 3rd flexJr Student Center

'* Vienna Style Hot Dogs
* Com Dogs
* Polish Sausage
·Cheese Dogs
-Chili Dogs

.. Cheese
Fries
Chili

*

Coupon
HotDoe& Fry
"One of the grandest theatrical entertainments you're likely
to see f nywhere and at anytime. They are not just ready for
the big time. they ARE the big time."

Expires 2·14

$1.25

The Chic8g0 Tribune

Saturday, February 18, 8:00 p.m.
$9.50, 8.00, 7.00
Shryock Auditorium
Celebrity Series
Box office open Mon-Fri: 11::10 a.m.-t>:OO p.m.
M. il and credit-card phone orders acceptt'd
Mon-I-'ri: ~:OO a.m.-6:00 p."lI. Call (61HI453-:J37~.
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acIsiociiium
lIT DI&S

~.

Expires 2·14

Coupon
Polish Sausaae.
fry & Small Drink
$2.00

Study claims hunger
widespread, growing
BOSTON (AP) - Hunger
"has returned to America"
because of unemployment and
government policy, according
to a study released Tuesday
that differs sharply with the
recent conclusions of a White
House task force.
The commission I)f educators,
physicians, religious leaders
and social workers who conducted the study concluded that
malnutrition is a «erious
problem spreading to new
groups of Americans.
"We have found that hunger
is widespread and increasing,"
the authors wrote. "Hunger is
the result of clear and conscious
actions taken by government
leaders."
The 112-page report of the
Citizens Commission on Hunger
in New England blamed in·
nation, unemployment and
government policy.
It added, "We have found
concrete evidence of hunger in
every state we have looked. We
found hunger and it wasn't hard
to find."
At the White House, deputy
press secretary Marlin Fitz·
water said no one in the ad·
ministration had seen the
report.
"All we're offering is a no·
comment at this point," he said.
The President's Task FfJrce

on Food Assistance announced
in January that it could find no
evidence of "rampant hunger"
and saw no need for new
assistance programs.
The commission said its
Harvard-based members and
staff conducted five months of
field investigation in New
England. Chairman Larry
Brown of the Harvard School of
Public Health said the memo
bers also reviewed every public
and private study of hunger in
the United States conducted
since 1980 to support their
statements about the national
dimensions of the problem.
Titled, "American Hunger
Crisis," the report calls on
Congress to increase funding
for federal programs that affect
hunger - food stamps, Aid to
Families with Dependent
Children, and the Women,
Infants and Children nutrition
plan.
"Hunger is widesrread
enough from a medica per·
spective to be an epidemIC,"
said Brown, who released the
findings at news conferences in
Washington and Boston.
The report did npt give any
estimate of the actual number
of hungry Ameri('ans. Rut it

...............................
.....lIy........ fy ...........

'.W._lnCOO...........

The panel did not find the type
of severe malnutrition in Appalachia and certain inner city
ghettos or Indian reservations
20 years ago. Inste,,(I. Brown
said, the group found "silent
undernutrition," a finding
based on children with ex·
tremely low weight for their
height and "growth failure
attributable to malnutrition."
Citing federal figur~s that
show 34 million Amerilans
living below the official poverty
line, the highest proportion
since 1965, Brown said the
problem was aggravated by
cuts in the real dollar value oC
unemployment insurance and
welfare and food stamp
benefits

Army may move in at Joliet
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
sprawling Joliet Army Am·
munition Plant southwest of
Chicago is being proposed as
the home for a new, 10,OOO·man
light infantry division.
The recommendation by Sen.
Charles Percy, R-Ill., will be
discussed with Army Secretary
John Marsh .Jr. when he meets
with the Illinois congressional
delegation Feb. 23 to review the
future of the arsenal.
"We didn't make the

"" Touch Of CI.....

said all the evidence gathered
from hospitals, soup kitchens,
food pantries, social service
agencies and o(ficial reports
from the Agriculture Depart·
ment and the Congressional
Budget Office show an increase
in lJOverty and hunger over the
pa!>t five years.
The hardest hit are poor
.Iewborns and young children,
the elderly and families with an
unemployed breadwinner, the
report said

serious about it." said Galen
Reser, Percy's staff director of
legislation and projects. The
Army "may find it very attractive."
However, he cautioned, "the
whole thing is in its infancy."
Percy's move follows an·
nouncement last week that the
Army plans to convert the 7th
Infantry Division, now at Fort
Ord., Calif., into several
smaller t:'ivisions.
Most 01 the 1,400 buildings at
the arsenal are unused.

Campus Briefs
7 p.m. Tuesday in the Student
Center
Unenl
Room.
Nominations for officers win be
accepted.
BLACKS Interested
ID
Business will hold a new
member orilmtation at 5:30
p.m. Tuesday in the Student
CeniP" Troy Room. For further
information call Cheryl ROWe at
457-8961
PRE·VETERINARIAN Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. Tue<>day
in the Student Center Iroquois
Room. Guest speaker will be
from the Jackson County
Humane Society.

PSYCHOLOGY Club is
having a bowling party at 6 p.m.
Tuesday at th~ Student Center
Bowling Aney. The fee is $2. For
further information call 5494038 or 529-1404.
DONALD L. BEGGS. de!!n of
the College of Education, will
speak on "Nation at Risk: Can
the Realizati(jn be Followed by
Positive Action?" at noon
Tuesday in the Student Center
Thebes Room. in the Tuesday
weekly luncheon·:ecture series
sPOOS{lred by Phi Kappa Phi.
PI
SIGMA
EPSILON.
national marKeting fraternity,
WIll meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
Lawson Hall 221. New member
projects and how to dress for
success will be discussed

DIVINE WIND. Women's
Ultimate Frisbee ClJb, will hold
an organizational meeting at 7
p.m. Tuesday in the Student
Center Activity Room A. For
further information call 5291812.

GAY
AND
LESBIAN
People's Union will hold a
steering committee meeting at

SOUTHERN OUTDOOR ADVENTURE RECREATION
U~DERWAY PROGRAM - TOUCH OF NATURE
TR I~ FOR

~.EB..~Q,

1984

3/~/94

Introdllction to Caving
Explore two local caves and learn the basics
of safety, geology and equipment. B.Y.O.
lunch.
$12.50 per person
Signup deadline - 2/28/84

SPRING BREAK TRIPS
3/9-18 ~ACKPACK ~he GRAND CANYON
Hike along the Colorado River, experience
a 'fast and beautiful wilderness.
$288.00
pre-trip meeting/signup deadline -2/28/8~
3/10-17 CANOE the BUFFALO RIVER
Set in the Arkansas Ozarks, the 'Buffalo
flo''''s past 500' bluffs, deep side canyons
and caves.
$180.0~ per person
Pre-trip meeting/signup deadline - 2/28/84
INTRODUCTION TO ROC~CLIMBING AND
RAPPELLING
Do at least 3 climbs and 3 rappels in a
safe way after learning basic rockcraft
skills. B.Y.O. lunch.
$21.50 per person
Signup deadline - 3/27/84

3/31/84

4/14-15 CANOE che BIG MUDDY RIVER
15 miles of easy f10ating, springtime
camping along the river and basic watersafety instruction. $42.50 per person
ore-trip meeting/signup deadline -4/10/84

Floor
South End
Student Center
Mon..FriS-S
4SJ ..S2J8

TIE GOLD 11111 PIIII
DEEP PAN PIZZA
Ml'n.-Frl. - Lunch Speclal-llam-2pm

'I 491+1a.)

Single Ingradlant Slice & Small
Soft Drink or Old Styla .

529-413.
Fall DILlv.ay

611 S. Illinois

4/28-29 ROCKCLIMBING AND RAPPELLING WEEKEND
Two full days of instruction and practice
on same of the best rock in the midwest.
Skills include belaying, anchoring and
simple assists.
$57.50 per person
pre-trip meeting/signup deadline - 4/24/84
5/13-16 CANOE the CURRENT RIVER, MISSOURI
End the semester and start off summer with
four days on a National Scenic Riverway.
$110.00 per person
Pre-trip meeting/signup deadline - 5/1/84
COST of each trip includes all equipment, insurance, instruction, food (except where noted
and transportation. All trips begin and end
at the STUDENT CENTER (fro;:t entrance). Participants need to provide their own clothing,
footwear and camera. S(·,'\i\ trips are open to
.everyone. Payment in fall is due on or befOle signup deadline ,"late.
PRETRIP MEETINGS : J.Jm, REHN HALL - RM 108
on date indicate:i.
FOR MORE INFOPI-:ATION, CONTACT JOE STEHNO at
TOUCH OF NATUP~.
529-4161

f.
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ACROSS

To day's

53 Young oyster
55 Keep out
1 Thoc"et
56 Direcl~
5 Roasting bird 61 Jot
10 Agile
02 ~ raising
14 Study
64 Executed
15 Informed
65 Hallmark
16 Mountain
66 Tune
pra'.
67 Pop
17 Monstrous
68 Deer
19 Cranny
69 TWist
20 Vend again
21 Young one
OOWN
22 Church area
23 Washbowl
1 Incite
2 Cavity
25 Greek Ie"er
26 Ex-TV "ost
3 A"of
30 Depot: abbr.
·'B.A."
, Existed
31 Truisms
34 Better
5 Singer
26 Rated
Qualified
Maria 27 Reduce
36 Rewrite
6 Milkfish
28 Miligated
38 Serpent
7 RulElS expert 29 Electric unit
39 Warn 01
8 H9tmOnium 3t Insect
42 Summer: Fr.
9 Necesslty
32 Chemical
43 Devil
10 Composition
compo
i
44 Ancestor
It Ballyhoo
33 Game
45 Dedicate
12 Old autos
35 Floats
47 WOOl wo;ghl 13 Couple
37Wilcho' 4~ F=l1~
18 Vestment
40 Truss
50 P03Sessive
24 Enounce
41 Former
25 Mr. Cantor
51 S<>rrows
46 Ontario city

puzzle

Puzzle answers
are on Page 7.
48
51
52
53

Entrances
lIaiian isle
Sun
""-, boom.
bah'"
54 Field sport
55 Tub
57 Pierce
58 Positive
59 Troubled isle
60 Amort
63 Spanish hero

EI-

. Architects prote~t
addition of pyramid
to Lou ,'re Museum

·'VTAOand SPC Consorts
welcome

~UGILrn&

PARIS (AP) - A transpar€llt
triangle, inspired by Egypt's
Giza Pyramids, has plunged the
massive plans to restore the
Louvre Museum a~ th~ world's
greatest lreasure house into
controversy.
If Frt:n"h President Francoi;;
Mitterrand gets his way. a
broad two-story glass pyramid
will soar out of the stately
courtyard between the Louvr~'s
two major wings to form an

.. DOttblC

». Trouble

cc

~~~~~~illnn~doff:~ o~ra~~

sfom.ation to be completed in
1989.

The triangle is the brainchild
of architect I.M. Pei, Mitterrand's pers::-nal choice. l'ei's
blueprints, which call for three
mini-pyramids and fountains
surrounding the glass triangle.
are expected to get final a~
proval from Mitterrand thiS
month,
The plans have caused an
uproar among architects at the
government's Department of
Historical Monuments, who say
the panoramic view of tlte
claSSical building will be spoiled
by an "incongruous and
ur.usual" structure.
}o'rance's daily Le Monde
r1ewspaper directly attacked
Pei

WELLNESS CENTER PROGRAMS

&

A QUICK COURSE
IN NEWTRITION

INTRODUCTION
TO

Learn how to improve your
nutrition, while enjoying
healthy foods too!
Join. Wenesday
Feb, 8, 7-9pm
Ohio Room
Student Center
No registration
l:Z~~ j,lMl!;.~-.;jfJql
required

YOGA

Begins Wednesday, Feb. 8,
6:30-8:3Opm
An introduction to the
physical, mental and spiritual
benefits of Yoga.
Come with a blanket and
dressed to relax.

CALL 536.. 4441 to Register

lJ
S

E
UDENT
RANSiT

529 .. 1862

THE STUDENT TRANSIT
T~

CHICAGO AND SUBURBS
Departs friday feb. 10 2pm
Returns Mondai' Feb. 13

ONLY $39.15 ROUNDTRIP
It Purchased By Thur. Feb. 9 Re.f. $45.75
Ticket sales Office Located At
715 S. University ron the island~

Open Mon-Thurs II :3,p,m-Spm friday 9:30am-I :30pm
Page 12, Daily Egyptian, February 7. 1\184

Support group
aids friends of
the mentally ill
Bv Dl'bra Colburn
Siaff Wdter

FrientiE and relatives of the
chronic mentallv ill can diScuss
their problems' and fears at a
support group thaI meets onct' a
month at the Jackson Count~
Community Ment:-I Healtn
Center.
Parents tend to blame
themselves when their children
have a mental illness, Clara
McClure. c(H)rdinator of the
Sustainillg Care·Day Care
Program said. Relati·. es and
friends can gain understanding
at the support group that lftey.
can't by themselves, she said
"It's OK to talk about this. It's
not something to feel ashamed
about or ieel guilty about,"
McClure said.
The group began in October
1983. The informal meetings
provide an opportunity for
relatives and friends of the
chronic mentally ill to meet one
another and discuss, in a
comfortable
environment,
problems with relationships.
the behavior or health care of
the client. she said.
A registered nurse and two
counselors are on hand to answer questions at the meetings.
It i& up to individuals m the
group to decide how much they
want to disclose. The conversation goes where the group
wants it to, McClure said.
McClure said, "We have
found that if a person with
mental illness has a supportive
home environment, one with
understanding of tht' iIlne&; and
the appropriate approa<:h and
treatment, it puts less stress or.
the client and helps them to
function better."
A person is said [0 be chronic
mentally ill after experiencing
sr'veral episodes of mental
illness or hospitalization and a
diagnosis of a major mental
illness. according to McClure.

&. ~~ •
CASSETTES
.

"People in the group are
highly motivated .to d.o wha~
they can to help their chlldren,'
McClure said.

PORT-OX. INC.
PROFESSIONAL HOME CARE IN
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
MEDICAL OXYGEN
PORTABLE OXYGEN
TI-lERAPY EQUIPMENT
CONVAlESCENT SUPPUES

STAINLESS SUPfIiSTAR
SPORTS CHAIR
Reg. $1095 NOW only $559.95
12(}()8 West Main
Carbondale, 1162901
618-S29·252?
U",I,'" TI_ Only

~awalakl
Check our show speCials
at the Carbondale Ma"
2/16-2/J9
SOUTHERN
PERFORMANCE
KAWASAKI
New Rt. 13 East of M'boro

617-232.

710 S. II. Ave. 549-7304

SiVE UP TO $5pO

PRICES START
AT

Top ArtIstsl Malor Labels!

$1.98

Get Your Favorites at Big Discounts!

FINANCIAL AID AWARENESS WEEK
There are financial aid programs available to
help you pay the cost of education. You may
be eli2ible for assistance, but the only way to
know for sure is to APPLY. NOW is the time
to start applying for financial aid for the 1984..
85 academic year.
The 84 .. 85 ACTIFFS forms are now available
at Student Work and Financial Assistance,
Woody Hall, B Wing, Third Floor.

She estimates that of the 160
clients seen each month. about
40 have families that could
benefit from invol':ement in the
group and another 40 that may
need the group but haven't been
identified by the centE'r.
Most of the clients are from
18 to 3~ years old and are
suffering Irllm !>chizophrenia,
according to McClure. The
Sustaining Care-Day Care
Program follows up clients
after their release from the
hospit21.

~,

*

Paid for by the Office of Student Work
and Financial Assistance

~H~:~i·······i:;~;;:::::·::;····~

: L OO,!1\;
J;6L~!
WM

•

~.;

:~-

:.

*

315 S. 'WIDIS AVE 529·3851

THE
GIIIATTUESDAY

•• 3S·.... DRAFTS

:

DRAFTS

.• ~~

#

•: 75. SPEEDRAILS
:

~

il

MASSACRE:

WITH:

nJ~ dAD
Inc P'"

DO!'"
(7

•

: $1.00 QUART

*:
:

Spinning
The Best Dance
Music anywhere!

TIl, Am.zing

WHEEL OF FORTUNE

il

..

~

:

:

•

YOU MIGHT BE DIIINKING. :

25. JACK DANIILS
:
25. KAMI KAZIS
..
•
2541 WAI'IRMILO..
i-:
:
25417 & 7'.
:
« •••••••••••• ~.4 ••••••• ¥ • • • ¥¥ • • •¥ ••••¥ • • ¥~
~

Ruck Videos
In the small bar
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1973 FORD XLT 150 Truck.
Automatic, 360 engine. $1995. Call
54~3000.
B5019Aa1l3
·.Classified Inform.Uon Rates
(3 11n~ minimum. approxima~y
IS wordsl

TOYOTA CELICA. 1975_ Looks
great. Runs great. Starts. 687-2920
afte; 6 p.m.
4844Aa97

All ClaiSified Advertising must
be typed and pucessed befQl'l! 12:00

~:~!~.a=
=~~!
12:00 IlOOll will go in follawing day's

~~~Cbl~~~-41~~~ii'm~~li:Jli

I

~::~7Il~m:~~~ified

Classified advertising mus~ be
paid in aJvance except for those
accounts with established creciit.

~
I_
_

. '. . ,.-."

I

Board. complete training manuals.

Motorcycl..

J ~~_in_r_a_r_~_~_~~_~p_F~_I_1p_ri_c.~_·5_~_~~_A_ggg

HONDA CBX.

ii~ ~ 1~§II~~f'

1.0W

Also
Auto. Home. MoItIIe tton.
.......,. Individual & Group

CO:>lSOLE STEREO: CONTAINS
record player, 8 track tape. AM~
FM stereo. 549~24.
5038Ag97

AY ALA INSURANCE

REALISTIC STEREO
Turntable, receiver and speakers:

SYS1'EM

451-4123

puter. 2 disk drives, lots of softc:fte6!R~~~r!ft~~t:llJgpc~se. $1350.

CRABORCHARDLAKE. 40 acres.

4840AI!I00

-~ ~~~il::~n~~~~no;-~~~c~!~~r~~,y

_

'78 MUSTANG 302-V8. Auto. Trans.

AC,~S.Pb.T-to&7am~fmstereo.1-

~151

days,

·2731

nifA~Ai1~

~

"'-Oecr Customer:
Someone who knows you
knows me and has learned
that Stereo and Television
Repairs need not be expen·

water available. 540,000 or best
offer. 90 fercent financing

::r~ab~~:~~ C;j:2t~rf;'105~e~r
for appointment to see. This is a

1971
VOLKSWAGEN
SQUAREBACK. Carefully
maintained, new steel belteo
radials, Clarion stereo. Must sell.
529-1250. after 12. T-TH after 5.
4760Aa94

-----------

I~ CHEVETTE HATCHBACK
40.000 mi. new radials. AM-FM'
f:J.~~5kept ex condition'4~~~

!n9!ffe~~~~i~.6~j..451~·-:8~g' a6(~

4pm Weekdays. all day weekends.
4774Aa94

=~~TDe 1~Wpe~~g~r!i~~'
Must see to appreciate, $2200, 457·

'74 MONTE CARLO. Air AM-FM
8952.
8-track.
good condition. 4785Aa97
$a7S. '79
VW ~bbit. Air, AM-FM. yery
L~m~r~~Very good ~~:~~~

bargain I !

~~ken~;~:;'sef~~I~~~i~?ie~

84280AdIOO

g~~~ ~Do~~roooH2,~: a~~

some day service. ond oHer
free estimates with a 90
day warrantee. like that
someone you know, call
Allen's T.V. and Save,

terms Phone 1-833-6603. 4448AdIOO
OWNERS M'JST SELL. Make
orrer-Homes from $18.000-$80,000.
We can help arra'lge Hnane ing.

~ ~-~~aham

~aM:~~y~:~~n~~!~~~ls~ouse
B4276Adl02

BY OWNER, CARBONDALE. 2
bedroom home. vinyl siding,

comf.le~e~~t r~~w?e;~1.:~mWirf

hade. Good rental income. 5292140. 54~2670 Steve James.
4387Ad96

1------------'I

1974 CAMARO 350 automatic, new

morns-eve

47B1Ae96

1978 MONTE CARLO. V6, fulh'
loaded. AM-FM ste!"eO cassette:
excellent mechanical condition
air conditioned. $3200 or best offer:
457·8952.
4811Aa97

1970 CHAPPARELL. 12x60. New
furnace, carpet, II ir-conditionet.
shed, washer. $1)000. Ready for
occupancy. 549-7513.
4798AeIOO

72 PONT. LEMANS 2Dr, ps great

iOxSO FURNISHED TRAILER ill

MUST SELL,

1976 Le Car, 69,000

~~ h,~.4~~;: clU~I'~

1977 GlriC WINDOW Van. $2300.
457-2565.
B5032Aa!n

:970 CHRYSLER NEWPORT.
Good runner. $3..'10. Also 1968 blue
~:J~~ion wagon. $450_ ~:~~~

JVCKS-R3

'19995

Pb..-KP-A400
Pushbutton
AM/FM Cassette
95

4823Ae 100

'189

10lI50 TRAILER WITH 4x8 tipoot.
furnace weD-insulated, new
rugs, new tioors, washer·dryer
hookup. Pets OK. Must see. Ideal
~_~~~ student. $31°o·g1~:!

IK'W

~btID

14x65 1974 BELLA Vista, two
bedroom. central air, sherl, $9000.
evenin~.
4843Ae98

687-4578

I

715 S. University
5.9-1501
RENT NEW COLOR TV'S

$250 month
with option to own

TV REPAIR-FIlf.! UlIMAns
A.tTV
715 s. mlnol,
"7-7009
I'
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month. you pay utili.;!";, furnished.

Iavailable now. 529-3581. 85024Ba96

SERVICE

I

un~~:;:n¥OIl

I

EFFICIE:'IICY APARTMENT IN
Murphy ,I)oro.
Redecora ted

. ~~~~~

~~~.~~h PiCkU~1ta~

"====~~===:::::= CLOSE TO CAMPUS. Extra
nke
bedr

r
I

\1 student or

B.cycle.

I

'I

L...-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~lg,~Te ~~ynL1~;(ri~;;:'·e. ~~r~§

PA:>IELLED apartment. Air early

•.

I american, many closets and buill-

shi,ters. 549-0897. Keep trY!::f4Ai96

I

professional 2oom
apart.ment. Gas heat, mce nelgh529-5294.
B5042Ba97
MU R PHYSBORO.
PINE

! borhood.

.

ins. Heat furmshed. Quiet. No pets

; or children. References. 684-416!1.

II

Camera.

:=.

5049B

I -LO-V-E-L-y-PLAC-E-F-0-R-

i

TELESCOPE 8" F-B Newtonian. 8
5053Aj94

[Mu.lcal

~'i:ifs~~e~~~~rd Cho~fltt~~

Trash pick-up &. water included
~pIUS e!ectric. 68;.389~~~Bs::a

!~~f~~sHlrn~~~~~~'jy~a~J:1~7.'

evenings.

I

~~~r~~~Eftr~~~,EP.~~~~e:r~1

'nonth free. $18.'. 457-6166.

SQU.'1DCORE MlJ<;IC, PA rentals

:ruliJ~~~j~~:aryrsa~f:do~~~~

4849Ba96

2 HEDROOMS. CLOSE to campus.
Lo!.s of space, a-C. 1-893-~Ba97

amps, pedals and delays. 715 S.
Umversityon the island. 45:-5641.

4352An98

F!'·F. APT. TO SUblet, SI45-mo.
elpc.. close to camf:us, no

~Ius

9~~tJinCalJ Silvia at 4JJ~i}n

APARTMENTS

PA RENTAL WITH Sound man. 12
channel board, 3 way mains. 2
monitors. 100 ft. snake. Call Dave,
457-7858

SIU approvecllor
oophomores and up

4786Ar.99

GUITAR-GIBSON LES Paul.
Excellent condition. Must selL
Best offer. 549-5529.
4802An97
GUITAR LESSONS.
ROCK,
Flamenco, and ClassicaL Call Sam
Reeves. 6lI7-4960.
5046An97
FOR SALE.

USED beginners

~0c.:,:Wio~r~~~~~~:

:

Very
4838AnI03

Apartm.nt.
BARG<\IN HUNTERS, 2 bedroom
unfurnished apartment including

~~~te~~:ater G~~~ ne8p~~e~'

Managers. 549-2621.

B.f:f.&Ba~

MURPHYSBORO,
FURNISHED
OR unfurnished, large two
bedroom. Carpeted. Quiet. Mature
adult.·_ No pets. Deposit. $195. 54~
2d88.

3 BE )ROOM FURNISHED in

beautJul colonial st)'le hO'Jse_
Water, sewer " trash pickup
included. Close to campus "
University Mall. $390 j)C~ month.
529-2533_
B4446Ba99
CARBONDALE BRAND NEW,

sq. ft On Union Hiirnd near
tedar Creek Lake. Will take lease
until Mayor August 84. 529-1501
after 5 p.m.
4685Bal03

plus

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT for rent. Close ,,'

~tT~J'. W~lerc~~tt"r~shairiC~o:
included_ 529-3929. 457.542~, 45'f-

7403, 457·!134.

84610Bal05

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
FOR rent. Close to camJlus_

~1~~~ !:~~~~~~I~vtj:a::~reC~~
formation.

NOW •• NTINO Po.
SUMMlR.'ALL
F""urlng: EHiclencles, 2 • ~ bel.
Sfolit I_I opts.
WIth: SwImming paal
Air conditioning
Wall 10 wall earpet!ng
Fully fuml.hed
Cabl" TV ..",Ie"
ItIointenanc. s.rvic.

Cnarcaalgr1l1.

I
I

ANDY£T

VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
For informallan '1Op by

The Quads

1207 S. Wall

4""'23

SHOW APARTMENTS
Mon .. wed .. Fri ..
l·!Ipm
Sal_. 11.J,1m

Now RenHng ior Spring.
Efficiencies and 1 bedroom apts.

. ,. . . 1.

No pels. laundry locililifl.

B4~5!Ba98

.~~mse~~r.~Yair.e:!icie~, ~

I

Pa

STER~Q:- VIDEO

Quick, Reasonable. Reliob!e
Service on 011 Stereo-Vioeo

S25

$239

~ib~'
Cw~:ra~~'i ~~~~~tir%~
Must selJ-no reasonable offer
refUsed. 549-68118.

L::;;;;;5;49;.;b7~3~1~~~===: ICLEAr~E
BEDROOM~~x
bl<>cks from cam~us. 5175 per

..

trade-in

Digitol
AM/FM Cassette
95

47ti7Ae95

5[).

5

Less any

Alpine 7128

10xS5 TRAILER WITH 3Ox4 Foot
addition, Chimney for wood stove

~~~I~c~~vJ~~~t ~~l~~:nt Hill

4809Aa94

CAR
STIRIO
SPICIALS
High Power
AM/FM Cassette

~~. ~~;:,a~~3£f.i~l~i;:

!~~r'iM~~~: C~~~

,.4

Moltne Hom••

r~~~Btu~~~m~~ 1~~,
~~JXLE. :~!~!iJ VB, ~~: dition.
$1850 or best ofier. 549-8543.

1 owner, new Pil-'nt, perfect condition. 71.000 miles. S34OO. 54~7052
after 5 or weekends.
47'T1 Aa95

Allen

4:~~~_

AVAILABLE.
ME:.iT for rent, Make sublease.
I~~~e~own Apt.
~~~::;~O

EqUiPme~:'AsrEENS

MUST SELL: MCS receiver and
speakers plus turntable. basis
equa Iizer. stand. $500 or '. 5490897. Keep trying
-I813Ag96

Motorcycle Rate.

~f\)~a~~us$:i~~r:;~~tttd·~!'i't;'~J...

$2.4geo. I
ROOM BASEMENT APARTS~~:'~~E:!;f
IZ~~~12.~fi~~~ed~~%ew ~2a6:~~

CARTERVILLE.
good cO~i~~

INSURANCE

t;NFt7R~"IS-'H-E-D~llj'EDROOM

UDXL II

po

d:. .e~ot~oe~~ss~~ftw~~!.pr~f~~~

~~~il::b~~~wyt~3~{ B~~J~~

MAXELL 1 ~1~2~ -

I

sta~~~. !~ppC~y, prb~~~,rm~ckatW"oinsth

r-------------.I

TWO BELlROOM APARTMENT,
furniShed. clean close to SIV. $200

TDK
SA 90's $2.25ea.

System price mcludes c.PU. I work

Marion. Illinois.
All work
guaranteed. Call 1-997--4611.
B4J()8Abl07

I

C-ElectronlCS

I,ARGE 3 BEDROOM. Lovely
hardwood floors. hIgh ceiling. low
utIlities. storage. laundry. por .
~hes. clean. avaIlable now. $425
5~1210.
4745Ba95

University Mall
5-19·6731

:~~jIg<;! FT~~rd~si~:as~J';y~~~'

STARTERS

m~~l~. ~we:t ~ic~e~urrdu:~~n

I

5Q57Af98

NOW TAKING SPRING contracts
\·2 bedrooms furnished apartments. Two oed room unfurnished
duplex 5~1735.4S7-6956
B427iBa99

SHASTEEN'S

I

~P~WRITSE~. LG~C ~n~it:o;
S3-"tO. 457-6f,J7.

~
I~==========~II
~:y~~57~~~ORTABL;7::
~
Real E.tat.

Au-tomolt •••• ~

I

Port. and Servlc..

SNUGGlES-THE. 100 percent
Sheepskm HouseslJpper. made in
A.merica on~ $19.99 at Egyptian
Sldecar.684 54. open eve'::::1XflI6

-------

---.--.- 1

We Buy. Sell. and Trode
New and Used Stereo·
Video Equipment.
Highest Prices Paid.

B4639Afllo

0~~r~5

1976 MONTE CARLO. Air, )lOwer

~~:i~;:;ntil~4~~~!~~~Ji8very good

54~I782.

SCH''IINN CONTINENTAL. $49.,
Smith Corona Electric cartridge
typewriter Excelle t c d't'
$84.99. 529'5886.
n

1975 OLDS CUTLASS, 350. 62.000
original miles, 5eCMd owner. Runs

ALTERNATORS &.

service fee. Any refund under $2.00
will be forfeited due to the cost
of

4386Aa96

~n CHE~
IMPALA. 4 Dr.
Automatic, good eondition. $650.
549-7223.
4832Aa96

publication.
The Daily Egyptl.n cannot be
responsible for more than one
day's Incorrect Insertion. Advertisers an responsible for
checking their advertls~ment for
errors. Errors not the fault of th~
advertiser which lessen the valde
of tbe advertis~ment wiU be adjusted. If your ad appears incorrectly. or if you wish to cancel
your ad, call 536-3311 befor~ 12:00
noon for cancellation In lh~ next
day's issue.
Any ad which is cancelled before
expiration will be charged a 52.00

on Old 51.

~:~.iCJ'~rd:e'iIL~~~~ ~~l'e~r

5:00.

CASH

.. SPIDER WEB. .. BUY and sel
used furniture and antiques. South

---------1979 CHEVROLET CAPRICE

One Oay--5S cents per line, per
d.y.
Two O.y"""'SO c~nts per II.ne. per
day.
TIlree or Four O.y .... -44 cents
per line. !M!r d.y.
Flvf Ibn Eight D.y!l-39c per
line, per day.
Ten tbn Nineteep Oays-33
cents per line. per d.y.
Twenty or More Oa,-27 cents
per 1In~, per day.

820 W WALNUT. 3 bedroom. $3romonth. 684-6274
B4437Ba99

4736Ba96

(2 block. from campus)

, '. . . . . .11....
549-2454

457.794.1

COME SEE
-,
PARKTOWN APARTMENTS
TODAY
~erfect 'or professionals, 900 + 'SQ.
hAir. corp..ed patio. lighted
pork'"g and cabl. TV. 8eh,nd Cor
bondole-

CliniC.

Two

bedroom

apartmen's ova.loble

WOODRUFF SERVICES

457·3321
Now laking Spring contracts 'or
efficiencies. 1 bedroom and 2 b4,d.
room apt, 3 blocks. .rom Campus
Napeh.

0 .... wlllla_, ......,.
'10'. Unh,enlty
457·7941 U9-2454

J

I 2831.
NICE ROOMS AT good rat~ 5494756tldl59

NICE ONE AND two bedroom

'--:--.",..._H
.......
O_U_
...:.-.
. _ _ _ _.JI

~~I~i.~~ose to ca7~a'!:~

BEAUTIFUL HOUSES. ONE two
or three bedrooms. Available
immediately. Gas heat, well in.
=~ndC~:M. ~~~~~. lake
B4327Bb97
-::-__________

SOUTH WOODS PARK.
2
bedroom. $130. 3 bedroom
(sm~IJ), '1.50. carpet'gs heat:
parkmg, qUiet, no pets. i44~::I03
---'
TRAILERS CLOSE TO cam~

FOR RENT: LARGE room in new
home with 'wo adult males. Call
4831Bd97

t

529-4036 afte.- 6 pm.

.~~mWh~~eS
o=1>~as::::aail~ 4444.
~'ta ~=t~e:!~~ ~~
::. 5~
Road $200. 529-1539. B4475Bbl03
B4278Bcl05
==_~::g:r~~&ll

54!H935_

4711BbUI5

CEDAR LAKE AREA, IS min.
SIU, 2 bdrm. energy efficient

i
J

·~

MiiWe.

ONE BEDROOM REDUCED :".;o1lt..
No pets please. 457-8352 after 4 pm.
B4442Bcl05

NICE HOUSE FOR Rent. Close to
town .. campus. 4 or 5 hedroom_

loomm.t. .

. ROOMMATE WANTED.
$90month. Nice trailer at Roxanne
Mobile. CIllJ 529-3779 after

~!~~ $~:O~m~~t~~:lln~-:Cir~
g~~~~ s~J>~.o~~l~ 4~~-i~~tC:

CONCERNED ABOUT WINTER
beating bills? One bedroom
apartm.ents. C,?mcletely fur·
I rushed, Ideal for sm~ e or married.

Mark.

VERY NICE 4·BEDR(;OM brick
bouse, furnished or unfurnished 2
miles. east,quietarea. 457-$27fi. '
B4634BbU18

II1Cluded. Rent range $155 to 5172 a
month Available IIOW! Phone 5496612 days, 549-3002 after 5 p.m.

WANTED
RESPONSIBLE
ROOMMATE for Lewis Park
~~=ents, Rent plus ~W~tl:~

:~9-5836.

8352 after 4 p.m.

1 ~~=: 2~~m:&Uct!rJ:~:

Finding Service has Inany
~ings for lor 2 roomm~~rf~

I BDR HOUSE located 2.,.. miles
fr,?m cal,llpus. Gas 'heat, ap~hances Included, unfurnished_

12x50 2 BEDROVM. Carbondale
Furnished, carpeted. Pets allowed
5175-month. CallU84-2663.
sil:.~~5~on~~ve m:~&..1
B5028Bc95
BEAUTIFUL 14' WIDE Trailer.
! B. R. APARTMENT for rent One person needs one m()re to
Appliances and utilities included. 2 sublet Feb.-May. Feb. f:-cc_
bloCks from campus. 2 boys or 2 $147.00-mth. 529-1416, 457-6839.
~s. 811 W. Clierry. Call 529.
4793Bc95
.
4776BII94 , 12x50 FRONT It: Rear Bdnn. One
AVAILABLE N({W.L NICE fully II or two person rate. One mile south
furnished three oeoroom house. olSIU. Jay529-129l. BSIl3OBcllO
Close to campus, no pets. 457-7639.
5029Bb951 SOUTH OF CAMPUS. nice clean
l'HREE BEDROOM DOWNTOWN :~ ~m:;.'::l. n~ ~.in yard
location. $2GO per month. ~3S1l
5039Bc96
(~ 687-1200 evenings.
4I!08Bb98 ONE BEDROOM EFFICIENr.t',

horses, wood heat, Well,I-995-2402.
4836Be98

NICE NW neighborhood_

:~~~~~~de~~~, Sorry

48OOBbl02

B5033BcJOI
NOW RENTING FOR summer and

·l BEDROOM, REMODELED,

~'::::!~~v~~!~tes~m~l::.e o!~

~:~~~.er =~~
.m«W.............

1_
...._
- . . - ..... IIGE.-..
3_
,mmooIiatoIr·

==:'.=~~:::.

tiJ.aJ4
WIINTI
Apartments-Hou•••
SH HOUSI HUNTIIlS

• I •• _

FALL OR SUMMER
NEWt Y REDONE
APARTMENTS AND HOMES
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

••••••

llIinois Air.

NEED.A PAPER t y p : ; : :

~~~~:~ n~a::ro~. 54;.~ate-

SF.W~G.

II ALTERATIONS
AND tailOl'l!!i,
Men It: Women, custom

expert ~terations of all kinds. The
Alterl\tJon Shop, 828G. East Main.
Cynthia, 549-1034. Closed ~ondays.
<0455E100

4298Clll

::~~~~y i~p~;:~: Eq'M~I~95
r!!'ep~~~~~~~i HO:;i1~\iITl6~'4-',.1----.---'--------

.

~-==--====-----i ~~pl::!r~'
ROYAL RENTALS

AIRLINES HIRIN(z;

E. College
Corpeted, All Electric,
Furnished. A/C.

Air.

I ~eie~a:.t;~7~~,~~;-:;~~

Newsletter. 1-916-944-4440, Ext.
Southern Illinois CruIse. 5020CnO

.1

NEWLY

84184Bd!17
CARPETED

miH3~uTlr~ed~~~~:

campus. $175-mOllth. 549-5596 after
5 p.m.
B4426Bd98

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR
male gogo dancers. Strictly

~~~~~~':nye~t=~':~kd::~
=~.t:..~!~~tE~~

INTERESTED IN POLITICS? The

~~~~~u~r:~~:;a:n1:~~~

iIIfIrIIt .....

Dll't ... fill SIA ......
. . . .-..., Fa I,
• to:OOnI II fill SWIIt

$16·

~aYr! ~~rri~l'de~w~rfe~t~r~

457-4422

T......
,.

ur. Mfu,

.,...wte ........
1-----------

5021C110

CRUISESHIPS HIRING!

No Pets

iI ....

S....

STEW AR-

~~~~S\vo~r~:.~d:~io~:\f f!i
~~~:mo,G~!t'~~::t~Jn.J~

~(W

loom,'

OP\r~~

~e=U:'9-1308 before4~~

2 Bdrm. Apt. $3OO-mo.

I:,'

Equal

~~~~~ cfrA~~rit ifx~i~~~:~a~'

AVAILABLE NOW

'--------.:..-._ _ _.JI TWO BLOCKS OFF campus. Well
'EXCEPTIONALLY
NICE
TRAILER. 121165, 2 bedroom
underDimed, tied dOWJ;lI natural
gas. close to camplIII It: university
Mail in quiet trailer park. $185 per
month. 52&-2533.
84445Bc99

~~~~ &&re:t~~~~u~u!u~~%e

Box 16, coo Daily Egyptian,
Communication Building, Car-

Oneto'-Mdtoom~ ..

Mobile Hom. .

CARBONDALE
MON-SAT

t'!,tYt::g:;~e~~;~~Iu~~att~:

Oneto_~"-

529-1082 or 549-3375

........ _OPIUIUI'''O

LOCAL FINANCIAL INS. Looking

M9-U7601' 529-1149

NOW-.nNG FOR

-

~J~::.an~o~~~fd:fion~sa~l! f~
?;~:t:44~~ideE~~SA~~~~·er~

Newly RMIIOCIeled
Furnished or Unfurnished

2-1edroom: 504 S. Hayes 12
.:<umished '

-

823 S IL_ AV
NOON-S:OO

AIRLINES ARE HIRING' FI~t

Hou_ CI_ to Campus
~

1•

~~IJ~. ~?Jt:),~ct~7t:

Now .entl"" For Spring

201 Hospilal DrIve
209 Wes' Cherry

ADUU
:':~!!J:~So
.(NTAI.S-YIDEOSHOWS-~

SEKA·HOlMIS-TOP llXXSTA.S

Southern illinois Cruise. 4297Cll1

549-3376
Lambert R...lty
7OOW. Main

405 5.

~76Bn031

Mobile Hom. Lot.

CRUiSESHIPS ARE HIRING' $163O,OOO! Carribean Hawaii, World

III HOUII HUNTlIIS

4·ledroom:

l'imH'Wa'4W;; I

~~d~~:~y1~~:tLeYd abteKhljogn 'STInnhe
Motei
K
ina
c!':CrJ:!re.
. 825 Ea~l~~~

B4273E97
BOLEN FURNITURE REPAIR.

DUPLEX

l~~~:~U~4~)~$.$~'~i~:~n~~~.~-~~J

.$145-$360

.-I.,... .......-.houM........n

g:~ns~ ~~. S~8itC:lr~~~~sCr~~

Cooter Clown Service. 457-0154.
4514199

sJ

• laundromat
• CABlEVISION
.1 or2 baths
.2 or 3 bedrooms

_ _ F*'ICft.1125oman'Ih.AIIUtiIitieI .......

........

rl~.~~ ~.Yv~~Ve· J!!-S::V~

BIG, SECLUDED SHADY, mobij;"
4485E98
home lots. First month free. ~
FAITH TEMPLE INFANT Da
care Center has openings Ages
month. We J!3Y $100 for movmg.
Raccoon Valley. South Hwy. 51.
weeks to four years 529-3546
CaIl,457-6167.
B4423B198
.
UE99

FREE BUS
TOSIU

..... "'*-IIIIt.u.a ......

_~

M~~~~~t~7_~~~)' 10a~~

I ~M DESIGN Studio garments

I

mile south. Hillhwav 51. 5048Bc1l2

-. ... ___.,""".-,
__

2

in

BEDROOM

4822Bcl02

~:~:nn~~~til:a!lle n~ar~et~

~.=~.=~~

UNFURNISHED

CARTERVILLE 2 BEDROOM

CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 2 bdrm.,
Datural gas, cable T. V. , custom

11'1dwe . . . . ~ .... - ·

I-UUHhmih:;iil
=-

~i~~!~\).:~~e~~~~, very ~~!Ja&i.e~:L~~.r~:~-

~~~~e~~~;e~l~fi!~:i ~}re~

1977 14x52 ALL electric. $155month. Will sen, $4999. Will move
free. 529·5852. Move in immediately.
4829Bc95

LOST: LADIES SEIKO gold wblack leather band. [;05t in

~WSOIl, 1-30-84. Has C. E. F. 12-

CLOTHING
ALTERATIONS
EXPERT
seamstress.Lowesl
~~es. 1!82 East Walnut. (Behind

&iCIruP included. Close to campus
sJ:~.rsity Mall. $390 pe~.rB~

?

r:Uii!nt~~f~~?lo~~~me~

4p.m.

Iiiiio:..:.-___..........,;......;......:.................................::::..J

~'::::~~ c~~~::.als:!~e It:h~::Ii ~~~lft~:~'ti~l~t,hJ::1 ~~~~ction

ONE AND TWO bedrooms in nice

4833Bb97

.1

~~~~~ir::cl~':fe~.xG!~!l r~~/~~~:
457~.
4190Bf94

rates, Call 457-21'ro, weekdays.
B5031Bc96

~-::'7.:a-~6~~~~_ deck,

3374EI59

'--___D_U_p_le_x_
._
. _ _--.J

(day.)

BEDROOMS,

LOST

4846Be'J8

2 BR.

~~~::. plus d;;poslt. ~~1='

B4439Fl00

~I'

~f~JJr;~l' 5OOS:C~:;~~~f' ~I~?ree~~S?~lCE. ~~

1735,

CARBONDALE·3

~~esa23an~~isal,:Ve~;'

457-SII3l.

till~~Y ~~~~~-~_~.ties.

LARGE

~is~~d. ~~a~S~re~~~ti~~lat~~~'

~~n~i~~gin~~:~er~~~~us:

FEMALE TO SHARE $tudent
family home. Your own room plus
microwave dishwasher, firy)llace.

~P.~~l~~og:e:~~s~n!~r ~~ ~25A~rnished. ~o~~

~C~~~~~6IM~' A~~¥?i

TYPING • RUSH JOBS and
reg.ular. Cassette tapes transcrIbed .. Termpapers, theses·
disserta tlOns, bOOk manuscripts

MALE OR FEMALE roommates
needed for extra nice house and
~~ment. Rent negot=3rf~

from Univ.:"'Sity. one block from
ing center. Fumi=Bbif: ~nlu~~st~~pef~is':cd
1

e!r.

5844.
482SC97
LPN OR MEDICAL assistant
Murphysboro.
parttime
or
~~~~: si.,~~lence or ~I~

-u ti 13 ii·aU.q-

L.

rvva~:b~~!~~~oa:~~~.!~~i:
444IBcIOI ~~:~t~.~~,~~~tif~o~~~t~

4771Bb96

rarng

WANTED TO BUY. CII.ss rings
ol~ gold & silver, b~en jewelry, '
scrap sterh:f silver, old

COlDS,

~~s.,:ndJ~e~.c~r~s~ 4571~.~~~ound p1~~

4780Be95

~,r!.~~~~f:~tpets47~=·
lfJ:::s~ty kt~lI. ':l~:t~ w::-e~t tr:Ih
___ .
pick-up and lawn maintenance
--------

EXPERIENCED MECHANIC
WANTED for foreign .. domestic
cars .. Must have own tools. Also,
tow tru1a1~ers wanted.
S:&~ Zr:Avenue, ~~~iIl'!'~
B5047C97

=E-~-=-N-A-N-E-AS-Y-$50-.00-!-H-e-Ip.-m-e

ROOMMATE NEEDED, LARGE
bedroom, $ll5-month. 3.uiet neigh~~~~~~¥I throug ~¥tsB~

~65IBcIOl

CASE
MANAGER
FOR
chronically mentally m. B. A. in
mental health field plus one year
experience preferred. Salary
'11,000 annually. E. O. E. No
Jlhone call- 'lease. Submit resume
to exeC!lthe director, Union Co.
Counsehng Services, Inc. P. O.
548, Anna, IL 62906.
5037C97

STRUCTURALLY
YOURS
HOMi:: repair, painting, car!
pentry, ele.-:trical, refenDCell. 4572401.
4851EI03

c.r. ....... t-.

If,. ...... .......
............. SIA, ....
fill 0fRet ., SWelt DweI-

.......

I

call JuI!!! at 529-1802 o\'~29:~C96
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The "EaR SIde Story" stalf: from left., RodDey Sanford. Tracy Tucker. Bob
Olszewski, Debora Soukup and Scott McQory.

The "Pointer" staff: from left. sitting, Helen Orr, David Porter. Triela Yocum;
standing. Beth Steindl. Michael Hill 3Dd Drew Smith.

Dorm papers survive transient staff
By Phill\liIano
Staff Writer

They may be crosstown
newspapers, but they aren't
crosstown rivals.
The East Side Story, a weekly
paper for Easl Campus
residents. and thE' Thompson
Pointer, a similar paper for
Thompson Point residents, are
al'·volunteer p-ojects that give
budding journalists one of their
first tastes of tile newspaper
business according to Rodney
Sanford. editor of the East Side
Story.
"We have a large turnover of
staff members throughout the
year. A lot of the workers want
to stay for only a little while
before going on to bigger
things," Sanford, a sophomore
in journalism, said. But Sanford
said that isn't much of a
problem.
"Our paper is set up to inform
and entertain residents of East
Campus, but it's also the~ to
give students some expenence
in journalism:" he said. ':Th,e
quality of tne ISSues really 150 t
affected."
The East Side Story staff,
which varies in size from 10 to
20 members during the year,
works in tight quarters in
Grinnell Hall. The entire
writing and production rrocess
takes ~lace in one roo~,
making It necessary to establish
schedules
for
different
operations.
"Our photographers work in
the evening so that our writers
aren't typing under a red li~t
during the day," Sanford said.
The East Side Story is a
recognized student organization
that receives funds from the
East Campus student activity
fee. It also collects revenue
from advertising.
Two years ago the paper
almost folded, but not because
of money problems, Sanford
said.
"We didn't bave a s\JCCeelling
editor. The former editor fmlily

had to mov'! back on campus in
order to see the tradition continue," he said. The following
year was one of rebuilding and,
according to Sanford. that has
paid off in the lorm of a better

pat::~ ~~sr;;~ Story has a
circulation of about 3,500 and
comes out every Monday afternoon. H readers peruse it
closely enough, they may find
their names in the "Personals"
section, which contains Specil1l,
often peculiar, messages
written between students.
"That section rides on
tradition. It's a continuing
feature," Sanford said.
The paper reports on topics of
special concern to East Campus
residents. It also haS an
editorial section and this year
includes greater use of
graphics.
Over at the Thompson
Pointer, whether the pappr is
actually going to be put out is a
question that arises before
every issue, said Editor Dave
Porter. "The only ads we can
accept right now are housing
ads. Also, we weren't allocated
as much
money
(from
University Housing) this
semester as we were last
semester," he said.
8e<-ause the East Side Story
and the Thompson Pointer Ilclve
specific audiE!llCe5, there is no
competition lor readers. But
Porter, a
freshman
in
elementary education, said the
two papers compete in the sense
that each wants to look better
than the other.
By spring break, the
Thompson Pointer. witn a
circulation of about 1,400, would
also like to compete with the
East Side Story for ads, he said.
The East Side Story has its
own strip printer, typesetter
and photoenlarger, but the
Thompson Pointer operates in
the basement of Lentz Hall with
only two typewriters that also
serve as typesetters, Porter
said.

Each issue is printed by an
outside printe'". who must be
given a week's ntltice. Because
o! that and the financial
problems. only five issues were
put out last semester, Porter
said.

their opinions of student at- the paper is generally smiled
titudes toward the papers. upon by students.
Sanford believes that although
some students may think the
"We don't even have our own
East Side Story is not a worthy darkroom, and we have tt. use
cause. the general attitude is press tn>e for our heaciiines.
fairly positive. Porter, on the But thE' paper gives people who
other hand, said that because of want !o lE'am how to write a feel
the Pointer's "crude" format, for it,' he said.

Porter and Sanford differ in
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Corcoran blasJs Percy, Jackson actions
CHICAGO (AP> - Thomas
Corcoran, who is seeking to
_ unseat Charles H. Percy in the
V.S. ~te, said Monday tbat
the bebavior of Percy and the
Rev. Jesse Jackson was
- weakening President Reagan's
foreign policy.
Corcoran, m a news release,
drew attention to Arab League
contributions in 1981 of $200,000
to organizations associated with
Jackson,
oee
of
eight
Democrats seeking the party's
nomination for president.
.
Corcoran and Percy are
vying for the Republican
senatorial nomination in the
March 210 primary.
"Members of the Arab
League include such 'good U.S.
allies' as Soviet-backed Syria

and Libya, and you could bardly
call the gifts from over there
run-of-the-mill in nature,"
Corcoran said.
He said "people want to
know" if Jackson's December
trip to Syria in gaining the
release of a captured U.S. naval
officer "was a payoff for the
contributions ...
Percy, Corcoran said, endorsed the trip and as chairman
of the Foreign Relations
Committee helped make it
possible.
"The impact of Percy and
Jackson's drama bas been to
make it more dL:ficult for
President Reagan to negotiate a
solution to the problems in
Lebanon," he said.
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The Student Center Inlormation Desk
Is running a special offer for the
month 01 February on selected
kinds of candy bars. choose
from 3 Musketeers, Nestles

Crunch. Summit. and many
others. Stop by the
Informotion Desk for a new
oller each month.

only
25~
Reg.3~

Survey says freshlllen tending
to scrap ideals for higher pay
to 4.9 percent undecided
nationwide. Of SIU-C students
declaring majors, nearly 6.9
percent chose engineering
(electrical. mechanical, and
thermo-environmental), followed by 6 percent in computer
science and 3 percent in radiotelevision.
Nationwide, 7 percent of
freshmen said business administratj,ln would be their
probable fie.d of study, followed
by account.ng, 6.3 percent,
undecided, '.. 9 percent, and

By John Stewart
Start Writer

The college class of 1987 is
less idealistic and more moneyhungry, according to a
nationwide study of freshmen
entering college last fall. Fewer
SIU·C frt'shmen have chost'n a
major tha" the national
average, but those who have
are keeping with the trend to
choose career fields that
require no graduate work and
have high salary potential.
Nationwide, the number of
freshmen believing in the
importance of developing a
meaningful philosopy of life has
declined from 70 percent to 44
perc~nt in the last ten years,
according to a survey of 250,000
freshmen at 489 colleges and
universities. This year 69.3
percent of freshmen rlCltion~ide
believed being well off was very
important, compared to less
than 50 percent 10 years ago.
The nationwide study, done by
Alexandf!r Astin and others,
was reported in the Chronicle of
Higher Education.
Over a third of SIU -C freshmt'n were undecided o!' in premajor advisement, compared

cO~rt:ri=c~e'~:ti!~ar~~:~
toward more vocationallyoriented educatil'n, said Emil
Spees, professo.· in higher
education. Spees s.lid SIU-C is
responding to studMt concerns
about economic conditions,
which lead them to choose
majors which give them a
better chance of finding jobs.
Eleven percent fewer freshmen began at SIU-C last fall,
attributable to "fewer collegeage people," said Joe CamiDe,
director of student work and
financial assistance. Of the 76

~~~:ans ~~bbetwe:noo~

the end of the boom, between
1958 and 1964. Those born in 1964
would have begun college
already. and after 1964 birth
rates declined compared with
the boom years.
Camille said SIU-C isn't less
accessible, though SIU-C
students are getting about the
same amount of dollars in a
time of increasing costs. SIU-C
students receive more financial
aid than the average freshman,
SWF A statistics indicate.
Though 1982 SWFA statistics
are not broken into class
standing, 29.5 percent of SIU-C
student:; received Pell Grants,
compared with 26.4 percent of
Ashn's freshman.

~~~~~~)
r

OPEN 6 NIGHTS A \;EEK
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT TUES.-SUN.

HAPPY HOUR 4-8 M-F

Tuesday- ladies Night ~ Wine
wednesday- Foxy Ladies Night-Monthly. Quarterly
and Yearly Finals. Grand Prize Winner
receives trip for 2 to Las Vegas.
Diamand Giveaway
Ladies Drinks lf2 price all ni~ht
Thursday- Happy Hour 4-8 live Entertainment
starting at 9:00
Friday- Enjoy your weekend with great
drinks and Live Entertainment
Saturday- Good Time, Great Drinks and live
Entertainment
Sunday- Country-Western Night
Featuring "Lettie one: the Upcomings" Thur-Sat.
CLOSED MONDAYS

Almost :ro percent of SIU-C
students get Illinois State
Scholarships, compared with
15.7 percent of freshmen
nationally.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~:::::~~:~t~:~~~~~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~;~:~:~:~:

.::::.;....................

~J~~.

and 1964, 30 million were born at

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS
~~uITTER'S

ARMY SURPLUS
OUTLET
32OS••••

.....,10. '2112
Ph. j'l') 439-7D50

SURPLUS Fatig"". field jack.ts.
Alic. gear & bOOh

INVENTORY
CLEARANCE SALE

Values 20% to 50%
Sale runs Feb. 3rd, thr;u Feb. 11th

"WE AIM TO PLEASE OPEN
90m-5pm

Mon. I/.'ru Sat:

GIVE US ATRY"
litter'I

.ARMY SUR~~US"pU!~E!
. _"

m s. MAIM

'IHITON. 1ft. ~.

!I
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u.s. skier ends trek for citizenship
SALT LAKE CITY tAP) - A lIIoments after being "worn in
bleary eyed Audun Endestad as an V.s. citizen.
was sworn in Monday as a V.S.
The to-minute ceremony
citizen hours after a 6.000-mile before V.S District Judge
journey from Switzerland, David Winder ended En·
where he will return as the destad's :::7·mon~h quest for
newest official member of froe citizenship and a berth on the
V.S. nordic ski team at the XIV V.S. Olympic team. The 31Winter Olympics.
year~ld's non-stop flight from
"I would like to thank Sarajevo, Yugoslavia, took over
everyone involved in getting my 24 hours. He arrived here
citizensh~," the former NorSunday night.
wegian said in a statement to a
It took a special act of
packed federal courtroom 'Congress
and
President

Reagan's
signature
i3St
Thursday to gain a waiver of
the final nine months of the
three-year waiting period for a
citizenship hearing. The
process was accelerated so
Endestad could co:npete for the
V.S. team in Sarajevo this
week.
After sign ing Endestad's
naturalization papers, the judge
warmly pumped the new
citizen's hand, saying, "Mr.
F.ndestad. cl"lngratulations.

I

The most complete

high seort:
Gina Hey IS still "having 36-point scorers for the Salukis,
trouble with her ankle," Vogel Vogel said. Steele just missed
said. Hey injured her ankl€ that mark with her 33.95 at
against Jacksonville State Jan. Indiana State. She probably
23. She performed on the uneven would hdve scored at least 36
parallel bars and scored 8.45, points, but she lost one and a
not among SIU.c's top five half points because or three falls
on the baiance beam. She
scores.
Hey and Steele arp nol~ntiaJ scored 8.2 on the beam.

(-;~ ''';~J 100 West Jackson St.

foods and Vi.tam. ins. in. Souihern 1."inOis

.~~-.''''~ ~t

(SE-tween North l'llnots and It'<! ra.lro;,d)
Hours' 9'00 10 S'3O Mon.·sat.
Sunday 12
5 Phone 549·1741

'. / / , '
\.."'/ /

t"

SOFT• FROZEN YOGURT

. ~ 1
II ~l- .•.
In a cup or cone
All the fun
ice cream--plus
things
yogurt
I
I J.S
· IThiS coupon ond 19qentillesbeorer
I 19... pecIc loareg.cuporconeofDANNY·YO
E'

of

High in laste, low in fal.
Famous Danna! qualify.

,_

This Valentines Day
give a lasting gift.
-presents-

Juvenile books

on special
sale table.
Priced at

It..
I:A\~I. ~

\t~. "'

,79¢ & $1.69

Free Champagne for Ladies
(4·6PM)

AT THE CROSSROADS
OF THE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT CENTER

6.9PM

from Page 20

ALL NIGHT

Career Enhancement Week

C's 74-73 loss at Indiana Stat.
due to the benching of three
starters who had missed the
team bus earlier that day. He
scored four points and pulled
down three rebounds in the
opening nine minutes before
being replaced by the regulars.
"Those aren't the ideal
conditions that I'd like to start
under but I welcomed the opport unity," he said. "If any
player tells you they're
satisfied with not starting,
tiley're lying."
Hunter said he has accepted
his role as backu9 to Perry.
"Kenny's having a wonderful
season," he said. "And I try to
keep Ken up as much as I can."
When not playing basketball,
Hunter said one of his !avorite
pastimes is visiting Channel 1
and Coo.coo's, two or the local
dancing nightspots. He almost
always goes stag. he said.
"No steady girlfr'iend," he
said. "Girls never take me
seriously because I'Ul always
sm.ilil'g, but I'm also a serious
person I'r., available, too."

1_. . .

MoncIay. F.b. 6-Frl., Felt.

MoncIay. F.... 6th

(Mi.si.sippi Riv.r Room)
Sponsored by COlA

':Mp.....
Illinois Bell Marketing S"'ot"gi ..s
(BoliroomC)
Sponsored by PSE

7:"".""
Job Out'ook For

1~

(Bollroom A)
Sponv..red by Alpha i(oppo Psi

Tuesday, F.b. 7th
1:.........
Changes I Opporl,,"iti.' In The
Insurance Industry
(Boll room C)
Sponsor~od by '>AM

3:11p.....
Mark.ting Of A New Product
(BollroomB)
Sponsored by AMA

.:.........

Operaling Anheu .... ·Busch
(BollroomC)
Sponsored by P.i Sigma Ep.il.....

a.1I Breakup And Car_r

"Bring a Friend Sper.lal·

Acrylic Sculptered Nails
far anly $20.00 with
a friend $15.00 each.

(Ballroom A)
Sponsored by Alpha Kappa P.i

1110Walnut

~
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Wedn9sc1ay. F.....th
Soles Opportunitie. Wilhin X.rox
(Ballroom A}
Sponsored by SAM

.:.........

Job Seeking Strategies For T.... Job
You Wont
(Mississ,ppi Rooml
Sponsored by COBA

1:top.....
IBM Compola< Ted1noIogy A'1<I
Opportunites
(Ballroom A)

ear-

4-litt DRAFTS

8:00p.M.
Entrepreneurship: Sto:-ting
Business

Q

New

(Ballroom C)
•
Spon.orlld by AMA

1':........-4:.........
Dr..:, for !ilucc9ss
A lull day 01 displays ar.d demon·
strotK..ns concerning the appeGronce
~ 10 gain that professional edge.
(Ballroom D)(J 1:00 and 2:00 Sha_)
Sponsored by PSE

Thunday, F.b. '.!!!

1:.........
How To Succeed In

~ities

The Int:ltrvi~w

(llIinots R•..,.., Room)
Sponsored by COlA

Cnr_r ~n""""","ent W....
Banquet
Everyone W.'com.
se.ooBaliroom B

1:IIp.....
Reta.ling Techniques
(Ballroom B)
Spon..... ed by AMA

r={)l?

11 [)1)1~t\ ~IT
!eaturing

J~ny

'Iixed Orink
6PM.2AM

TONITE

Sponsor,,1 by Alpha Kop<Xl Psi

5:3tp.....

7:.......
G.T.t. Mo

With Sherry(Naii Technician)

l'

1:1Ip.....

How To Write The Successful Resume

~LDEN SCISSOR~

M;;;~~!I.

the good
of
Natural frUit flavors

Coupon Expires 2/29/64

HARRY

~

of natural
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SPILLMfl-'LN from Page 20
Spillman set three school
records during the meet, in:luding her all-around score of
\8.20. She led the Salukis on the
uneven pa:'allel bars with a
school record of 9.7:'. Pam
Turner, returning to aU-around
adion since hyperexter.ding her
knee Jan. 28, scored 9.3 on the
'lars en route to her 36.65 aUJround mark.
On the balance beam, Indiana
State outscored the Salukis 45.20
to 43.35 to take over the lead.
SIU-C lost three and a half
points due to seven fall
deductions. Spillman scored
9.15 on the beam to lead the
Salukis, while Moore and
Turner scored 8.8!)s while both
lost a half point because of fall:;
Spillman won the floor
exercise, breaking her own
school record of 9.7 with a 9.8.
Debbie Amson and Cindy
Goodman led Indiana State with
9.7 marks. Tne Sycamores won
the floor exercise, outscoring
SIU.c 47.10 to 45.S!).
"Michelle's floor routine wzs
the best floor routine that I've
seen a college girl do this year."
Vogel said.
Turner was the "quiet hero"
of the meet for the Salukis,
Vogel said .•
"Her first true workout since
h~ injury came in the pre-meet
workout," Vogel said. "Obviously she wasn't sharp, but
her score was just two-tenths 01
a point lower than her careel

!.--~--------------.
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FOUR ON THE FLOOR

Class AA poll
has Terriers 4th
By the'. Associated Press
Evanston's Wildkits, 21-0, a
team that boasts "togetherness" solidiCied its hold on the
No. 1 spot in the \\eekly
Associated Press Class AA
Illinois High School basketball

roll

Peoria Manual, 18-1, moved
into second place with 237 points
and had one first-place vote.
West Aurora, 19-1, moved up to
third with 224 pOints and unueCeated Carbondale, 19-0, took
("'PI" Courth place.
The voters seem convinced.
Evanston collec~ed 12 firstplace votes this week Crom a
panel oC 17 sportswriters and
broadcasters and was picked
second on the other 5 ballots to
total 267 of a lV"'!:ible 272 poll
points Carbonaale grabbed the
other Cour fi""St-place votes en
route to a total oC 222 points

staff Pheto by NeviUe Loberg

Salukl swimmer Amanda Martin Is ranked in the top four in the 100
and 200 breaststroke In the natioa this season.

The Terriers, with Joe
Hamilton, Glenn Martin and
Ronnie Tate combining for 51
points, rolled to a 73-44 win over
Mount Vernon S3turday night.
Carbondale, 9-0 In the South
Seven Conference, can clinch
the league title Friday when the
Terriers play host to Bruce
Baker am! the Benton Rangers,
7-2, 13~ overall.

MARTIN from Page 20
"My muscles are tight and
the breast is the easiest stroke
ior me to swim," Martin said.
"The other strokes are harder
for me, fro breaststroke is just
a natural lor me."
Other accomplishments Cor
Martin are her being chosen to
the National Sports Festival
Team in 1981 and 19s:J, placing
sixth in the 100 breast at L~e
Senior Nationals in 1982 and
being chosen Cor the World
University Games in 1982.
Martin said she was u.11able tn
compete
in
the
World
University Games because she
was not a U.S. citizen, "but I'm
a citizen now and if the chance
comes along again I'll be
re2.dy."
Hill said that Martin has a
gO'.Jd chance of swimming in the

This is
no cheap
pizza!

II,
~

II

Includes:
Exam, Heat ~terjlizer, Care Kit

Free 7-Day Trial

............................................... .
Complete Eyeglasses

$39.50
Includes:
Your Choice of 600 ZYL Frames
with Glass or Plastic Single Vision
Lenses and Case

··············c;ii·457:2i~i4················

VISION CENTER
New Location

3 Miles South of Carbondale on Rt, 51
1 Mile South,..f Arnold's Market
M. T. & W Noon-6; Th & F 9-6; Sat 9·1

1984 OlymPICS.
"Amanaa is definitely a
prospectfor the Olym~ics," Hill
said. "I re?.lize her aMity, but 1
don't think she does. She just
has to get it in her mind that
she's the best. She can't be
satisfied with being one of the
best, she needs to prove to
herself that she's No.1."

Martin's accomplishment go
beyond swimming into her
aC3demics. She currently has a
3.7. grade point average in
bUSl[;~ and data processing.
"I get satisfaction Crom doing
weli in school," Martin said.
"I'm not going to be a swimmer
Cor the rest oC my life and I'd
like to have something to Can
back on after my swimming
days are over."

Oh. sure. we could cut
down on the size. use
artlflc.al cheese. sk,mp
on Ihe hems .;ond then sell
II Iwo for one. But .... ,~
Just don'I beheve In dOIng
bus.ness that way.
For over 20 years. we've
been mak.C1g the best
pizza we know how, and
..... e·ve been dehvering .t
free. In 30 minutes or less.
Call us. tonight

With the priCE' of fine Jewelry today. Ir~ good to
know that a lewelry-quality S'!CI(Jlum ring IS now more
affordable than ever Save- and choose tram a varle:y
of beautiful styles Then personalize your nng With cus·
tom options that express your tastes. your Interests. your
achievements
Every fine Siladium ring IS crafted w.th careful attenllon to dc!ail. and backed by the
Art. Carved Full l..Jfetlme arranty Now. at these special savings
R~Q1 ~YED'
the value IS excepbo"'al l Don't miss thiS opportUnity to get a
beauliful buy on a fine Slladlum nng V'Slt the ArtCarv:x:l
Ring Table soon
CLASS RINGS INC

II

Wo.

$1.00 off ;;:ny 16" pizza
One coupon per pizza
COUPON EXPtRES:
JUNE 30. 1984

Fast, Free Delivery
616 E. Walnut
East Gate Plaza
Phone: 457-6n6

Open 11am-3am
dally
Dowers eal'Ty !.ass than S2000
limited dellWPfY area

288Jll2910

L______________________ J
®

01982 O..tmlno'S ~lza. 11"11:.

Deposi1 Required.

M~~rCard

or Visa Accepted.
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Hunter pleases Arena crowds
with his hustling, sllliling style
By Daryl Van Schouwen
Starr Writer
When Ken:;j' Perry, SIU-C's
starting center, walks off the
floor Cor a brea ther during a
Saluki basketball game at the
Arena. he always hears a big
roar from the crowd.
Part of the applause is
usually directed toward him for
a job well done. but a great
portion of it is for the guy who's
stepping i:1 fer him, the popular
Harr)' Hunter.
A 6-9 senior, Hunter has
averaged 2.2 points and 2.3
rebounds per game this season,
but his smiling Cace and
hustling style has made him an
Arena favorite. If Hunter would
declare himself a candidate Cor

~~~~ fa~e;;ft:nf: ~~~'1t~ an

"I'm just a j!ood-timf'
Charlie," Hunter said. "Nobo<!v
ever takes me seriousiY
because I'm always smiling."
Now in hi! second year at
SIU -C after transferring from
Northwestern Mississippi
College. Hunter crept into the
hearts of Arena fans last season
because he had a knack for
creating excitement on the
court. Although not the epitome
of a prolific scorer, Hunter
would come in hustling on
defense, slap a ball loose, get a
rebound and commit a foul or
two.
BeCore long, calls of "Har-ee,
Har-ee," would descend from
the Arena stands every time the
Salukis fell behind. The fans
wanted Hunter on the floor.

He had his moments in the
slln last season. A'lainst
Cr'!ighton, Hunter had six
poil~ts and nine rebounds in
SIU-C's 60-50 overtime win.
Thi~ year, Hunter's biggest
thrill came durmg the Salukis'
84-7!' double overtime win
agdinst Wichita State at the
\rena. Hunter was one of four
Saluki suostitutes on the floor
(luring the second overLime,
sil:~e four starters had fouled
out.
With 30 seconds left and the
Salukis leading by one point,
Hunter, a 32 percent Cree-throw
shooter at the time, was fouled
and sent to the line for a oneand-one. He calmly stepped up,
flashed his big smile and drilled
two free throws.
The crowd went wild and
carried him off th" floor
moments later.
"Another moment won't
I,-uch that one," Hunter said of
the incident. "I was already in
the dressing room after the
game, trying to drink a Pepsi,
and coach say~ 'Go on out and
make a curtain call.' Next thing
I know, one guy has my leg - I
don't know who he was. And I'm
just sayin' 'Please don't drop
me,' because he's trying to pick
me up alone. Then along comes
a couple of his friends and they
pick me up."
Hoisted in the air, Hunter
answered the crowd's chants of
"Har-ee, Har-ee" by blowing
kisses t<> the crowd. "I said to
myself, 'I'll give them
something to remember - I'll
throw some kisses,'" Hunter

said.
Hunter said he mailed a
picture, which captured him
being carried off, to his mother
and Cather in Lake Cormorandt,
Miss. He is still close to hi;;
father, a mechanic, and his
mother, h£: said.
"They are the nucleus of my
life," Hunter said. "We are
family. I get home every
chance I get, not because I'm
lonely but because I miss home.
When I have a problem, I
always go to them."
Hunter is the seventh of nine
children, none of wlJO are involved in sports, with the exception of hi:; young~st brother.
Hunter himself did not play
basketball until his senior year
in high school.
"I wasn't interestE:-<i in it," he
said. "I went out for the team in
lOth grade because mv friends
did, but I got cut. In' the 11th
grade I broke my wrist, so I
didn't try out."
At 6-4, he did tryout his senior
year, and he made it. Hunter
said he played well enough to
earn al!-state honorable
mention.
Hunter then went to a Baptist
college in Arkansas for one
semester, quit and enrolled at
Northwestern Mississippi. In
his second year there, he
averaged 13.2 points and 12
rebounds per game.
"That opened the doors
recruiting-wise," he said.
He was recruited by "a lot of
schools," among them SIU-C
and Murray State. Hunter
believes he'd be playing more

Staff Pboto by Scott Shaw
Backup Saluki center Harry Hunter cradles one of the 43 rebounds
that he has grabbed this season.
at another school, but said ~e
decided on SIU-C "because of
the competition level. There
were some doubts in a lot of
people's mi=-~3 back home that
I could pray basketball in the

Missouri Valley."
Averaging 10 minutes per
game, Hunter got his first start
of the season Saturday in SIUSee HARRY, Page 18

Self-motivation propels Martin

GCAC honors two Salukis

By Scott Ricb
Staff Writer

Staff Writer

For the nal'i three years,
Saluki sWimmer Amanda
Martin has been one of the
nation'~ top breastrokers. Her
mental attitude and a drive to
win are the keys to her success,
she said.
"I'm a very stubborn person," Martin said. "I expect
myself to do well and I'm very
disappointed if I don't."
Martin, a junior in busin~ss
and data processmg, is not the
only person that eXpe<'t~ good
things from herself. WO~:Jen's
swimming Coach Tim Hill said
Martin has become a swimmer
that he can depend on.
"She's very competitive and
consistent in every meet," Hill
said. "There's not many
breaststrokers in the nation that
are better than her."
OrJv two swimmers in th~
nation have turneo in better
times than Martin in the 200
breast and jtiSt three in the 100
breast.
In the 2<Xl breast Martin har,
clocked in at 2:20.79. Only
F1orida's Polly Winde. 2:20.35,

and Tracy Caulkins, 2:20.74,
have swam the event faster
than Martin.
In the 100 breast, Martin's
1 :05.28 ranks behind North
Ca:-olina's Jenny Strickland,
1:01.44, a~_J Amy Pless, 1:05.19,
and Arizona State's Michelle
Merchant, 1:05.24.
Marth" said the times and
national rankings are not important to her, "all that matters
IS how well I do in the NCAAs".
In last season's NCAA
championships Martin finished
sixth m the 200 breast, eighth in
the 100 breast and lOth in the 50
breast. In the National Independent Championships she
won the 50 and 2(;0 breast, <lnd
was runner-u{l to teammate
Pam Ratcliffe ID the 100 breast.
Martin said that she and
~atcliffe have a "friendly
rivalry" that has been going on
since her freshmal~ year.
"Pam is a great wi-around
swimmer," Martin sal-:l "We
always push each other and
have good races."
Martin has made a car~er of
being successful in the peol,
stretching back to when she was
12.

'05 a freshman at SIU-C,
Martin was the AIAW champion
in the 50 breast and finished
second in the 100 and 200 breast.
Martin said Hill was the
reason she chose SIU-C.
"Tim seemed like he really
cared," Martin said. "He was
very sir.<:ere and knew a lot
about swimming. I thought he
would be able to teach me th\~
most."
Not that Martin needed a lot
oi co.aching in the breaststroke.
At Cherok~ High School in
Marlton, N.J., Martin was an
All-American
and
state
champion in the 100 breast. She
was also Junior National
runner-up in the 100 and 200
breast, swimming for the
Jersey Wahoos, a Marlton swim
club.
Martin's swimming career
began in Africa at the age of 12
when she was the South
African National Champion in
the 100 breast.
Martin said the reason she
concentrates her efforts on the
breaststroke is because it is the
easiest stroke for her to swim.

See MARTIN, Page 19

Gymnasts set four records at ISU
By Jim Lexa
Sports Editor

Indiana State is not a IF4.2otype team."
Vogel said his squad was

An injury-riddled Saluki
women's gymnastics team
returned from its meet at Indiana State Saturda~ healthier
and in higher SPirits after
s~tting four school records and
24 season highs despite suffering a t·~o-and-a-half point
loss.
The Sycamores scored 184.20
to claim victory over the
Salukis, 181.70.
Although the Salukis, 1-6,
increased their top-four meet
scoring average to 175.03, Coach
Herb Vogel said he was "a little
embarrassed" by the score.
"The score helps Gur average
immensely," Vogel said, "but

~r~~~=~~o;~t~'mJ:~~i~~!~~ ;~':~ a~~rr:W!~e a;:or:~J

at Indiana State are known for
the judges to keep the meet
close until the l'lst event, putling pressure on the viSiting
team not to make a mistake.
On the parallel bars. SIU-C's
first three scores were matched
by Indiana State, a rare oc·
currence, Vogel said, and with
the scores being "boosted,"
high scores were possible
throughout the meet.
Vogel said his squad triec
"too hard" on the floor exer
cise, the meet's last event, anJ
lost a chance to score in the 85point range.
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"Ind,ana State is not a 185point team and we are not a 185point team either," Vogel said.
that."
SIU-C scored 46.65 on the
vault, highlighted by Lori
Steele's school record 9.65
vault. All-around winner
Michelle Spillman scored 9.5
followed by Jennifer Moore's
9.45.

"Lori's vault was so good we
didn't even have her attempt
her second one," Vogel said.
Moore has hadler share of
problems this season, but
performed "well" ag<linst
Im!iana State, Vogel said
See SPILLMA1'll, Page 18

By Steve Koulos
Salukis' Angie Faidherbe
(swimming) and Rhonda
McCausland (track) were
named
the
Gateway
Collegiate Athletic Conference Players of the Week.
Faidherbe
won
both
springboard event .. in the
diving competition during
SIU-C's 87-53 win over Cincinnati Saturday.
Faidherbe posted a NCAA
regional qualifying standard
of 261.83 on the three-meter
board. She won the one-meter
competition with a 235.35. The
Salukis fimshed their dual
meet season with a 5-0 mark.
At the Mason-Dixon Games
Saturday at Louisville.

Ky.,~IcCausland threw the
shot put 48-2.5, breaking her
own school ind(){lr record by
almost five ieet. McCausland's previous bes~ was
43-6 on Jan. 28 in a
quadrangular meet at the
University of Indiana.
McCausland finished fifth
in the shot put at the MasonDixun Games while missing
the qualifying distance for
the NCAA indoor championships by six and a half
inches.
It was the second consecutive week that tW(l
Salukis won the GCAC Player
of the Week honors. Last
week Wendy Irick won the
swimming award and Denise
Blackman 'Von the track
award.

Paytor, still undecided
about where he'll play
CHICAGO (AP) - Walter
Payton on Monday denied he's
decided to stay with the Chicago
Bears and indicated it may be
weeks ~iore he accepts or
rejects a reported $6 million
o)fer to jump le:.gues.
In domg so, Payton cast
doubts on published reports that
he was close to signing a new
contract with the Bears that
would extend his National
Football League career.
The Chicago Blitz's threeyear offer to Payton, believed
worth $6 mi11ion, has been on
the table for sev'!ral weeks now.
But the perennial All-Pro
running back said Monday he is
still mulling it over.
"Don't believe what you T!~3d
in the papers," Payton said. "I
have no idea when I'll decide. I
am not going to be forced into a
decision that I am going to
regret."
The Blitz said they will withdraw the offer ii they do not
hear Crom PaytllO by Thursday.

Appearing on the Donahue
Show, Payton joked that his
decision could hinge on the
arrival of a Greek coin he had
ordered.
"Wher> I get the coin," he
said, "I'll flip it and make my
decision."
After the television sh(lw.
Payton said he talked Sunday
night with agent Bud Holmes
upoh returning from Hawaii.
where he vacationed after
appearing in the Pro Bowl.
Holmes, a partner with
Payton in investments, said last
week he was sure that Payton
would take the Bears' offer.
"Knowir.g what I know, I
have no doubt ID my mind what
he'll do -stay with the Bears,"
Holmes said.
"I haven't seen anything in
writing from the Bears, but
during the Senior Bowl week in
Moblie tAla., on Jan. 11), they
indicated they thought they
could do what we wanted,"
Holmes said.

